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ABSTRACT

A growing number of scholars are examining how new technologies and new
media spaces shape public discourses and activities. This work explored two
networked counterpublics, Slutwalk and Black Twitter. Each counterpublic is
treated separately, however both were studied through a feminist rhetorical lens
that assumes “actually existing” publics are valuable sites of rhetorical inquiry.
The researcher utilized the feminist rhetorical research practice “strategic
contemplation” throughout the project’s process. Several interesting findings
emerged; Slutwalk is a movement resisting exigent issues in rape culture.
Slutwalk as a feminist subject serves as a useful microcosm for understanding
the contours of contemporary third wave feminist debates, which tend to be
hypercritical. Moreover, in comparing the ways in which two cities separately
organized their own Slutwalks, a difference between “active” and “passive”
intersectionality was identified. The Black Twitter community is a powerful
networked counterpublic that is gaining scholarly attention. This project
contributes an explication of how the community is culturally Black, and traces
the multimodal strategies of Political Black Twitter in the context of #Ferguson
and mainstream media narratives.
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CHAPTER ONE: THE PUBLIC SPHERE AND NETWORKED
COUNTERPUBLICS
Introduction
The whole of this project is grounded by four key assumptions: (1) public
spheres are discursive in nature and are therefore generative sites of inquiry for
scholars of rhetoric; (2) the meaningfulness of public sphere scholarship is
deepened by work that examines “actually existing” public groups, especially
counterpublics and activism; (3) Black feminist theory’s notion of intersectionality
is an effective theoretical lens through which we can assess feminist activism; (4)
increasingly multimodal rhetorics in networked public sphere discourses warrant
scholarly attention. I briefly discuss these four assumptions in more detail to
clarify my approach.
First, like Raymie McKerrow, I am concerned about “the manner in which
discourse insinuates itself in the fabric of social power” and ultimately distributes
social power unevenly and elusively. McKerrow (1989) takes issue with the idea
that rhetoric has taken “a subservient role in the service of reason” (p.91). To
which the feminist would respond, “Whose reason?” And I believe McKerrow
would respond, “Dominant reason.” We know that dominant constructions of
reason and rationality are also constructions of whiteness (Sheridan, Ridolfo &
Michel, 2012). One of the central contributions of McKerrow’s essay is the notion
that a critical rhetoric theory can be freeing to the extent that it is capable of
“demystifying the conditions of domination” (p.92) in relation to a discursive
1

world. It is further a good pursuit because it reasserts rhetoric as a key tool for
understanding the role of language in power. I am in agreement with Gerald
Hauser too, who defines the public sphere as “a discursive space in which
individuals and groups associate to discuss matters of mutual interest and, where
possible, to reach a common judgment about them” (1999, p.61).
Second, public sphere scholars interested in counterpublics, particularly
those invested in social justice work, should progressively research
counterpublics that exist right now. There is much injustice in the world and the
United States, and we all know that. We also know that good composition and
rhetoric pedagogies seek to improve students’ senses of civic agency and their
connections to public life (look no further than the impacts of bell hooks and
Paulo Freire or the statements from our discipline’s professional councils and
societies). When and if appropriate, future scholars should be encouraged to find
ways for their work to positively impact communities and public life. I suggest that
one way to ensure our privileged profession is an evolving ethical one is to leave
the silo and enter the community and conduct research there. Where there is
public life, there is counterpublic life, and both ought be understood and
interacted with so that scholarship can improve communities. The current
sociopolitical climate in the United States and its cities need that kind of work.
Third, this project uses a feminist theoretical lens to examine
contemporary public sphere rhetoric online and actual activist organizing in two
different cities, Toronto and Minneapolis. More specifically, that lens is shaped by
2

Black feminist theory because it extends feminist discussions of intersectionality.
Intersectionality is conceivably the most generative contribution by Black feminist
theory to the humanities. To push and extend that contribution further I argue for
a conception of “active intersectionality” that is applicable, in theory and praxis, to
feminist rhetorical research.
Fourth, this work is further motivated by the captivating truth that
contemporary social movement discourses, like those formed by the second
counterpublic I selected, are increasingly multimodal in their rhetorical
compositions. “Reading” visual texts themselves in political ways is an valuable
contribution made my visual rhetoric scholars. I do not analyze images in this
project, but I do explore the ways in which hyperlinking, image sharing, video
sharing, and hashtagging shape the Black Twitter community and its relationship
to real-time “on the ground” activism and mainstream media narratives.
Those four assumptions pushed me to discover what I could about two
recent, real counterpublics whose issues are exigent and pursue social justice.
The first counterpublic I discuss, the feminist blogosphere and its reaction to the
specific phenomenon of Slutwalk, makes way for a deeper understanding of how
intersectionality, as a [particularly Black] feminist value and material practice,
should be “active” but is often, unfortunately, passive. The second counterpublic I
discuss, a politicized subset of the Black Twitter community, demonstrates how
collective, multimodal message campaigns are effective ones in a few important
ways. Although I treat each counterpublic separately, both involve online
3

counterpublic discourse, physical protest and activism, and the issue of racism.
This work has also been animated by the growing research practice of
strategic contemplation (Royster & Kirsch, 2012). Strategic contemplation’s
practices are, in many but not all ways, akin to Raymie McKerrow’s argument
that a critical rhetoric is more of a transformative practice than a method.
McKerrow suggests that in the dual roles of critiquing domination and freedom, it
is the critique of freedom that seeks permanence through constant self-reflexivity.
In their book Feminist Rhetorical Practices: New Horizons for Rhetoric,
Composition, and Literacy Studies (2012) Royster and Kirsch describe a concept
and research tool that reflects a significant part of my research process: strategic
contemplation. They write,
Ultimately, with the term strategic contemplation, we want to reclaim a
genre of research and scholarship traditionally associated with processes
of meditation, introspection, and reflection. We suggest that using a
meditative/contemplative approach allows researchers to access another,
often underutilized dimension of the research process. . .this strategy
suggests that researchers might linger deliberately inside of their research
tasks as they investigate their topics and sources—imagining the contexts
for practices; speculating about conversations with the people whom they
are studying. . .paying close attention to the spaces and places both they
and the rhetorical subjects occupy in the scholarly dynamic; and taking
into account the impacts and consequences of these embodiments.
4

(pp.84-85)
Royster and Kirsch go on to suggest, “a sense of place—the physical, embodied
experience of visiting places—can become a powerful research tool and an
important dimension of strategic contemplation” (92).
For this work I literally visited several places to be present during activist
organizing, to be present in the physical public sphere. In chapter three I explain
more about how strategic contemplation impacted my observations of Slutwalk
organizing meetings and related insights. In chapter four I review how I occupied
a sort of “listening location” within the Black Twitter discourse community for
three years. That listening was also the kind of deliberate lingering that Royster
and Kirsch advocate in feminist rhetorical research. My practices also minded
Krista Ratcliffe’s (2005) ideas about rhetorical listening as a means of
understanding; she writes,
Understanding means listening to discourses not for intent but with
intent— with the intent to understand not just the claims but the rhetorical
negotiations of understanding as well. . . . Rhetorical listeners might best
invert the term understanding and define it as standing under , that is,
consciously standing under discourses that surround us and others while
consciously acknowledging all our particular— and very fluid—
standpoints. Standing under discourses means letting discourses wash
over, through, and around us and then letting them lie there to inform our
politics and ethics. (p.28)
5

Ratcliffe’s call for us to “stand under” and “around” discourses, and to let “them
lie there” is much like Royster and Kirsch’s method of scholarly inquiry strategic
contemplation. In strategic contemplation the scholar treats the research process
in two key ways; first to conduct a slower, more storied exploration of rhetorics
and discourses so that they soak in, and then to deliberately take time away to
contemplate the scholarly work at hand and practice recursive thinking. The
authors argue that “the impact of our embracing these methodologies in feminist
rhetorical studies is that we deliberately recognize rhetoric as a social practice
that is multivariant and polylogical” (p.90). By practicing strategic contemplation
as a feminist rhetorical scholar invested in counterpublic discourses I absorbed
many lessons about the cultural dynamics that shape Black Twitter; it is how I
made sense of what I found.

Reviewing the Concept of the Public Sphere
The famed German philosopher-sociologist Jürgen Habermas was and is
deeply committed to the right of citizens to influence their own lives, to live
collectively in a free society with a functioning democracy. Examining the
practices and conditions of civic freedom, Habermas produced one of the most
fruitful series of works on the nature of public life in recent history, for which the
intellectual community is profoundly indebted. Habermas’ work is particularly
concerned with ensuring “that the freedom of some is not achieved at the cost of
the freedom of others" (Dews, 1986, p.147). Toward that end Habermas has
6

spent much of his professional life naming and theorizing the concept of a ‘public
sphere’.
In the introduction to the English edition of Habermas’ 'The Structural
Transformation of the Public Sphere', published in 1962 and translated into
English in 1989, Thomas McCarthy marks the public sphere as a pertinent topic
of study for many kinds of scholars, including “feminist social theorists,” “political
theorists,” “literary critics and theorists,” “comparative-historical sociologists,”
“political sociologists,” “communications and media researchers,” and “legal
theorists,” (p.xiii) all of whom seek to grasp the “preconditions, structures,
functions, and inner tensions of this central domain of modern society” (p.xi).
Researchers from all of those disciplines and more have since grounded their
notions of what constitutes public spheres in Habermas’ work. The endurance of
the term “public sphere” is itself a testament to the veracity of his ideas and the
names he gave them.
Among those ideas are two key assumptions that remain threaded
throughout academic work on the public sphere. First, the possibility and actual
existence of a democratic public, and second, the possibility and actual existence
of communication within that public. Habermas asserted that private individuals
form public opinion when they come together to debate the political conditions
shaping their lives, away from the monopolized conversations of church and
state authorities. At that time Habermas envisioned such debates taking place in
common spaces like salons, coffee shops and town halls, spaces accessible to
7

all of the public but in which private conversation, away from absolute state
powers, is possible. A democratic society with a functioning public sphere,
according to Habermas, is one in which individuals intentionally step outside of
their self-contained lives and enter a space in which they dialogue to decide and
influence a “common concern” (p.36). The “common concern” is, ideally, then a
topic about which public opinion may be formed by the public sphere (p.239).
A requisite of the public sphere’s democratic character includes
accessibility both to the space in which discussion takes place and to the
medium of that discussion. For Habermas that necessarily included oral
conversation, talking, because talking is not dependent upon literacy. Nancy
Fraser explains Habermas' sense of the public sphere as designating "a theater
in modern societies in which political participation is enacted through the medium
of talk" (1990, p.57). Habermas’ insistence upon the public sphere’s accessibility
is evidence of his care and hope for an equitable environment; an environment
whose existence is protected by functioning independently from the state. By
locating individual and social agency in communicative interactions and spaces,
Habermas fortified the necessity of understanding language and rhetoric in a
democratic society. Not unlike Burke’s notions of how we are separated from
nature by tools (rhetoric) of our own making, Habermas wrote, “what raises us
out of nature is the only thing whose nature we can know: language” (p.238).
That contribution alone spurred thousands of pages of intellectual wrestling about
what it means to have good, ethical, functioning public discourses, and how to
8

understand them.
Although nearly all works on the public sphere still begin with Habermas’
contributions, his conception of a public sphere remains quite theoretical and
many scholars have produced critiques that explain the ways in which his “ideal”
public sphere is exactly that: overly theoretical and idealized, insufficiently useful
or truthful in making sense of the “real” world, particularly the oft-unseen worlds
of marginalized groups. In response to his work being overly theoretical
Habermas stated:
On the contrary, as published and spoken words, they have an effect on
readers and listeners at the moment of their reception, which the author
cannot revoke or withdraw as if he or she were dealing with logical
propositions. (1977, p.12)
This response signals a slightly ironic blind spot in Habermas’ thinking, in
which the act of speech traverses a rational, uninfluenced channel between two
rhetors; Habermas’ claim suggests that because words have been read or heard,
or both, they are sufficiently materialized public discourse. This view is
unconstrained by the realities of those who are not in a position to disregard their
social status, and assumes they’d want to. Calhoun’s (1992) well-known
collection on the Habermas and the public sphere does well to note that many
marginalized groups do not seek to erase their marginalization, but instead to
dialogue and make more visible their unique experiences so that those
experiences might be publicly dignified. Such is the problem with purportedly
9

anti-racist projects that adopt a color-blind or post-racial frame that wishes to
minimize racial experiences and systemic racism, for example.1 But if this is
Habermas’ limitation, we should be ever thankful for it, because it tilled the soil
for some of the richest offerings by feminist scholars on the subjects of
counterpublics.
One such contribution by Nancy Fraser (1990) may be found in her
essay, Rethinking the public sphere: A contribution to the critique of actually
existing democracy. Fraser argues that Habermas' conception of a public sphere,
though "indispensable" (p.56) rests on the problematic assumption that if given
the opportunity to express a rational perspective all speakers are received
equally by their peers. Habermas overestimates the equalizing possibilities of an
accessible medium. This critique of Habermas is relatively common: his belief
that “at the moment of reception” a message is irretractably empowered by virtue
of being heard does not adequately account for the power dynamics between the
speaker and hearer. Similar critiques often question the possibility, and value, of
uniform access and consensus over what constitutes objective, dispassionate
discourse.
In fact, the identity of the speaker and the ways in which a message is
imbued with that identity are always at stake, always situated by the presence or
absence of power. Fraser describes this as the “ways in which social inequalities

Eduardo Bonilla-Silva’s 2003 book Racism without Racists: Color-Blind Racism
and the Persistence of Racial Inequality in America, provides a thorough study
and set of arguments on this subject.
10
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can infect deliberation, even in the absence of any formal exclusion” (p.119). One
of her most important points is that "discursive interaction within the bourgeois
public sphere was governed by protocols of style and decorum that were
themselves correlates and markers of status inequality" (p.63). Fraser shows
how Habermas’ work does not fairly account for power disparities between social
groups that influence how messages are constructed, received, valued and
actually used in collective, civic discourses. She also points to the importance of
recognizing public spheres as discursive, and she is not at all alone in that
gesture. Like Fraser, Robert Asen (2002) describes how “discursive norms”
stipulate “particular ways of interacting in public forums” that empower dominant
groups over disempowered ones. Fraser and Asen both advocate recognizing
how excluded groups have not only fashioned alternate communication cultures
in the margins, but need for those practices to be respected in otherwise
dominant spaces, because the valuing of marginalized cultural communication
practices is itself at stake.
In his case studies of neighborhood activism in multi-ethnic communities,
Black public sphere scholar Steven Gregory (1994) found that a sense of group
agency is improved when political life is also understood to be discursive.
Gregory (1994) argues that it is the “harnessing” of public sphere activism to
state-sponsored mechanisms that depoliticizes race (p.153). Thus a discursive
space that exists independently of state-sanctioned arenas for participation (e.g.,
a Town Hall), but that is still fundamentally public and fosters civic
11

communication, nurtures a healthy public sphere. Gregory contends that publics
wrongly blame the weaknesses of Black public spheres on a “decay of black civil
society” (p.153). The source of weakness is not in the quality of public
contribution, it is the state’s oversight of public communication about itself.

Counterpublics
Fraser brings into focus the truth that unequal power relations between
social groups have historically necessitated multiple public spheres. It is because
social groups exercise power over one another in public spheres that
disempowered groups, such as those who are poor or female or nonwhite (or all
three), have needed to create alternate means of deliberating their civic lives.
According to Fraser, Habermas’ failure to recognize the existence of these
“subaltern” spaces of interaction as public spheres themselves reveals that his
notion of the public sphere is ideological, resting “on a class- and gender-biased
notion of publicity” (p.116).
Habermas' public sphere "designated a specific kind of discursive
interaction" connoting "an ideal of unrestricted rational discussion of public
matters" which necessarily bracketed issues related to private identity (Fraser,
1990, p.59). Fraser discards the idea that it is better for individuals to disregard
their "private" issues as they dialogue within the public sphere, especially
because those private issues are often lived experiences actively regulated by
public policies and institutions, like motherhood or marriage, for example. This is
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related to another objection Fraser raises against Habermas: an emancipatory
public sphere should not so wholly divide itself from state activities and
discourse. Since marriage, like other “private” civic issues, is in fact regulated by
the state, it therefore has a public relationship to the state that requires public
negotiation.
In her work exploring the semiotic implications of a public and private
dichotomy, Susan Gal (2004) asserts that the links between private, intimate life
with polity necessitates examining political acts that might be “conventionally
categorized as public” as also intimate and expressive of emotional rationality
(p.262). Gal notes, as have many others, that the boundaries between public and
private spheres are ubiquitously shifting; however she goes a step further.
Reviewing cartographic and other spatial metaphors used to discuss public
sphere theory, Gal comments, we “need an account of how it [public/private
dichotomy] operates as ideological communication” above work that focuses on
physical, spatial formations of the public sphere which are too reductive in
contemporary society (pp.262-263).
Gal’s approach to public sphere discourse insists on recognizing public
and private spheres as co-occurring practices, rather than places. Gal further
argues that communicative practices “are also, and equally important, indexical
signs that are always relative, dependent for part of their referential meaning on
the interactional context in which they are used” (p.264). Though they may be
more or less stabilized, institutionalized, or visible, Gal is resolute in advocating
13

deeper explications of discursive practices and their referent ideologies in public
spheres. Her emphasis on interactional context and the relationships between
ideologies and discursive practices suggests that a marginalized social group
community, like a counterpublic, on Twitter is likely a productive opportunity for
public sphere research. Sociocultural groups whose very communication
practices emerge from revolutionary ideologies, and are the basis of dominant
spheres’ excuse for discrediting them, e.g., African American Vernacular, merit
more attention from scholars invested in feminist and/or rhetorical public sphere
work.
As Fraser reminds us, a conditional public sphere will privilege certain,
probably dominant, manners of speech in public settings. We should carefully
consider how the linguistic practices of marginalized groups often distance them
from the dominant public sphere while also indexing their existence. If
participating in the public sphere requires communication and some social
groups communicate in ways that explicitly differentiate them from dominant
culture, the dominant public sphere will need to better negotiate the fact and
visibility of difference to function as a just, democratic space.
Part of what is at stake within public spheres is the valuation and
(dis)empowerment of cultural identities and difference manifested through
language. Fraser puts this another way, writing that the privileging of some
"expressive norms of one cultural group over others" makes "discursive
assimilation a condition for participation in public debate" (1990, p.69). Black
14

counterpublics reject such discursive assimilation as a condition of public
participation, and as I show later, the Black Twitter community in particular is
characterized by its linguistic strategies. Part of what is at stake, then, is how the
valuation and (dis)empowerment of particular language practices are recognized
in networked counterpublics, and whether or not those negotiations reify or
overcome white supremacist treatments of nondominant communication
practices.
Recall Eley’s (1990) assertion that the public sphere is a "structured
setting where cultural and ideological contest" occurs, and that Fraser (1990)
agreed that such a "structured setting advantages some and disadvantages
others" (p.68). Twitter is one "structured setting" in which cultural contestation
occurs and such disadvantages are mitigated in new ways worthy of our
research. A semiotic, or discursive, approach to public sphere discourse is well
suited for a rhetorical inquiry project such as this one. This is especially the case
when much of the discourse is created and re-circulated in large part through
smart devices. A communicator may be sitting in the most private of spaces,
sending public messages to hundreds of thousands of users who instantaneously
respond. Networked technologies, like social media platforms that are networked
in literal and culturally discursive senses, disrupt how we might conventionally
delineate between what is public or private discourse (Boyle, 2016; Brown,
2015).
Through a brief review of Aristotle’s stipulations for a state’s “ideal” size so
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that a public discourse could be heard and seen by all, Casey Boyle (2016)
argues that throughout scholarship on public rhetorics, “even in antiquity, civic
organization depends on only on persuasive debate but also on the means for
circulating information (p.270).2 Boyle then grants concern about how traditional
public sphere spaces are possibly rendered less meaningful given the constant
ways in which smart devices distance physical public engagement. However
Boyle is not discouraged; he posits that that our present [Western] lives,
immersed within and around by smart devices, there is a paradoxical increase in
the expectation that we perform as citizens.
Boyle is interested in what “rhetorics are possible in a time of pervasive
citizenship wherein opportunities for traditional rhetorical appeals may be waning,
but the number of occasions each of us perform as speakers for a public are
multiplying” (2016, p.270, emphasis in original). In Thrift’s (2011) work on
sensory technologies and their impacts on senses of “self” the author argues that
it is possible for one to “write the world through ‘images’” in ways “never possible
when writing as associated simply with print” (p.9). As our discourse practices
evolve, through socialized systems that are powerfully shaped by communication
technologies, our senses of self become increasingly networked (Foucault, 1997;
Rotman, 2008; Boyle, 2016). This dissertation is animated by similar interest;
what discourses, particularly multimodal, are not only possible, but are formed

2

Interestingly, Boyle includes a hashtag in his article’s title for his concept of
#SenseCommons, and when I had questions about parts of his essay, I tweeted
at him and we conversed on Twitter about his work.
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into actual existence, given the “occasions” presented by a platform such as
Twitter. This interest is deepened further in times of deeply troubling public
controversies unfolding off, but also very much on-line.

Networked Public Spheres
Maireder and Schlögl (2014) define “networked public spheres” as those
"communication spheres defined intrinsically by shared interest in certain topics
and extrinsically by networked media technologies" (p.2). Different from the more
traditional concept of a mass-media-dominated public sphere, Benkler (2006)
describes a “networked public sphere” as one in which individuals can contribute
in multi-channeled, interactive ways. For instance: users on both Twitter and
Facebook discussing a political current event through a common hashtag,
sharing related news content or other multimedia. Benkler's networked public
sphere concept is a part of a growing body of scholarship that prioritizes
recognizing and researching web-based technologies as mechanisms of public
deliberation. Ito (2008) defines “networked publics” as “linked sets of social,
cultural, and technological developments that have accompanied the growing
engagement with digitally networked media” (p.2).
The shift to view contemporary (primarily Western) publics as networked
emphasizes viewing "the active role of users as (re)actors, (re)makers, and
(re)distributers of content" rather than as citizens firmly situated as audiences
and/or consumer groups (Ito, 2008; Maireder & Schlögl, 2014). Across emerging
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definitions of networked publics one can identify some common characteristics:
they are mechanisms for and products of people connecting through socialized
media technologies, they are public, and they are constituted by communication.
Networked publics also present possibilities for citizens, as technology users, to
produce and share new forms of communicative content. In the case of the
Feminist Blogosphere, feminist communities
In their book examining persuasion in multimodal public rhetorics,
Sheridan, Ridolfo and Michel (2012) argue that the production of multimedia and
multimodal discourses online “should be considered the proper domain of
ordinary people” (p.xii). Users are ordinary people who make and distribute
content, including multimodal content; in Networked Publics Ito (2008) suggests
users already take networked social life for granted. Sheridan, Ridolfo and Michel
define “multimodal rhetoric” as “communicative practices that integrate multiple
semiotic resources” which include images, sounds, and videos, for example
(2012, p.xiii). The authors claim that scholar of rhetoric who study public spheres
engage the roles of digital technologies but fail to explore the specific landscapes
of multimodal discourses. The authors continue to call on scholars of rhetoric to
see multimodal rhetorics as legitimate forms of participation in the public sphere,
necessitating works that continuously “revise the rigid and narrow model of liberal
bourgeois public sphere introduced by Habermas” (p.146).
In their research comparing mass media communication based public
spheres with those formed on the internet, Gerhards and Schäfer (2010)
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examine three levels of differentiation between on and offline public sphere
spaces. Extending previous work (Gerhards & Neidhardt, 1993) their article
asserts that online public spheres are different from their offline counterparts
because they require different, specific material resources ("structural
prerequisites" like a computer and internet access), have subsequently different
degrees of openness but generally offer greater access to historically excluded
groups, and can more effectively impact society.
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CHAPTER TWO: TWO “ACTUALLY EXISTING” NETWORKED
COUNTERPUBLICS
Slutwalk
"You know, I think we're beating around the bush here. I've been told I'm
not supposed to say this – however, women should avoid dressing like sluts in
order not to be victimized” (Rush, 2011). The inexcusable words of Toronto
police Constable Michael Sanguinetti have been etched in my mind since I first
encountered them in April of 2011, only weeks after he’d uttered them at a poorly
attended safety discussion at York University. I often wonder what Sanguinetti
might say now of his comments, knowing they’d serve as the fertilizer for sowing
one of the most controversial public feminist activism in decades. His words were
met with “stunned silence” at the time, with an audience of merely 10, they would
quickly go on to spur a small group of young women, mostly students, to
organize a protest march.
That march, cheekily named Slutwalk, took place on April 3rd, 2011. An
estimated 3,000+ community participants marched from a local park to a Toronto
city police station with signs and chants denouncing rape culture, victim blaming,
slut-shaming, and inadequate police training on sexual violence. Some
participants dressed provocatively in fishnet stockings and push-up bras, others
donned the ordinary attire they’d been wearing when they were sexually
assaulted, a direct affront to the officer’s belief that women’s clothing provokes
rape. The walk’s name, aesthetic and message garnered substantial media
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attention and quickly circulated the feminist blogosphere, receiving hefty support
and criticism. The “feminist blogosphere” is a loose composite of various
networked feminist communities. Slutwalk went viral, inspiring tens of thousands
of women and men to protest rape culture and sexual violence in hundreds of
cities across over sixty countries.
Slutwalk has since been described in many ways, ranging from "an
incredibly badass protest" (Adelman) to "a product placement ad for capitalist
patriarchy itself" (Miriam, p.266) Slutwalk has proven to be a subject of powerful,
divisive feminist debates. Activist Yasmin Nair authored an essay titled "Is
Slutwalk the End of Feminism?" only a year after Feministing.com founder and
best-selling author Jessica Valenti declared: "Slutwalks have become the most
successful feminist action of the past 20 years” (2011). The variety of public and
scholarly publications on the subject demonstrates a surprisingly large volume
and range of responses to Slutwalk as feminist controversy.
Before examining the networked counterpublic that is the feminist
blogosphere its treatment of Slutwalk, and before comparatively assessing
intersectionality activism in two “real” Slutwalks, we should understand why
Slutwalk is an exigent project. Slutwalk is fundamentally feminist resistance
protesting sexual violence, rape, and rape culture. The volume and reach of
Slutwalk between the years 2011 and 2013 was immense. The massive
outpouring of conversations about rape culture across the globe and the size of
the impact of the movement alone warrant critical attention from feminist public
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sphere scholars. It’s important to ensure a shared understanding of the problem,
reach, and treatment of rape itself. My goal here is to make clear the exigent
nature of Slutwalk’s project (resisting rape and rape culture) and the significance
of this subject to feminism.
I begin by reviewing rape culture as a feminist issue that is shaped by
public discourse. I acknowledge rape as a national issue and as a far-reaching
form of violence against women provoking Slutwalks internationally. I review two
dominant perspectives on and explanations of rape. The first is well illustrated by
Thornhill and Palmer's (2000) book A Natural History of Rape: Biological Bases
of Sexual Coercion. Citing that text as example, I quickly assess a biological
explanation and analyses of rape as decidedly anti-ideological. The second
perspective I review is the ideological, discursive one, the social-scientific and
humanities-grown notion that rape has more to do with culture than reproductive
biology. Understanding how rape is made more possible by cultural practices is
important because Slutwalk is a culturally oriented protest in the public sphere.

Rape Culture
Rape culture is not a new concept in feminism. During their second wave
of development, feminists observed in rape what others did not, a recognition
dependent upon the preceding feminist-seeing and naming-of misogyny and
patriarchy. On the feminist claiming of rape specifically, renowned rape scholar
Susan Brownmiller (1975) said, "it remained for the latter-day feminists, free at
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last from the strictures that forbade us to look at male sexuality, to discover the
truth and meaning in our own victimization" (p.12). Brownmiller herself has been
cited as first identifying rape culture when she described a "rape-supportive
culture" (Donat & D'Emilio, 1992); this is consistent with Smith's (2004) claim that
"the term 'rape culture' originated in the 1970s during the 2nd wave feminist
movement" (p.174). Some now credit Slutwalk for popularizing the term across
feminist conversations (Gibson, 2011). Feminists thus introduced into existence
the concept of Rape Culture, and in doing so made rape, as sociocultural
discursive ideological product and process, possible as subject.
Rape culture is comprised like any other, constructed through social
beliefs, values, and practices that are well-known and made functional by those
within that culture. A central pillar of a rape culture is the endurance of rape
mythology. Rape myths "include notions such as the idea that ‘‘no’’ really means
‘‘yes;’’ that women can resist rape if they wish; that in most cases the victim is
promiscuous; and that women falsely report rape to protect their reputations or
because they are angry at someone" (Burnett, Mattern, Herkova, Kahl, Tobola &
Bornsen, 2009, p.466). Rape mythology infiltrates nearly all legal defenses of an
the accused, and that infiltration is frequently described as re-victimizing rape
survivors (Brody, 2011).
Rape culture also consists of beliefs that women wearing revealing
clothing or consuming alcohol are "asking for it" and generally identifies the rapevictim as the most accountable agent in the event of rape. Another example of
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rape culture is "slut-shaming,” which is competently summarized by blogger Kat
in her post Slut-Shaming vs. Rape Jokes, "Slut shaming re-enforces the
virgin/whore myth of female identity--women are either virgins and, like their
virginity, are worth protecting; or, they are whores, and because their hymen has
already been broken its okay to break their spirit or their bodies through
psychological or physical violence" (2009).
Columbia University Graduate School of Journalism Fellow Meredith
Melnick notes, "It seems obvious that women who are raped should not be
blamed for being victimized. But the idea that sometimes sluts get what they
“deserve” is deep-seated in our culture" (2011). She demonstrates her point by
referencing a New York Times article in which James McKinley Jr. chose to
nuance a report of the ongoing 18-man-strong gang-rape of an 11 year old girl by
describing the victim's dress as "older than her age, wearing makeup and
fashions more appropriate to a woman in her 20s" (2011). The repulsive idea that
wearing make-up makes an 11 year old sexualized so that her rape might be
better understood as a clear symptom of rape culture. Thus rape culture not only
tolerates prolific acts and representations of rape, it also solidifies the injustice of
violence against women; Burnett et al. assert that rape culture "influences postrape behaviors, so as to conceal and perpetuate rape and the culture of rape,"
further asserting "importantly, rape culture appears to foster silencing" (p.467).
Why feminists are drawn to the issue of rape is obvious in that it is a
particularly brutal violence, particularly against women, particularly global, and
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particularly tolerated and denied. Those reasons alone justify feminist action, but
so too does the fact that transforming rape culture requires particularly feminist
intervention. In a course-based study seeking to "understand the phenomenology
of rape consciousness," (p.49) researchers Klaw, Lonsway, Berg, Waldo,
Kothari, Mazurek and Hegeman (2005) found that "the development of rape
consciousness involves cognitive, emotional and behavioral changes that are
similar to those involved in the development of feminist identity" (pp.57-58). Rape
and rape culture are literally and symbolically emblematic of what is at stake
when we critique patriarchal culture in public life.

Rape Itself
Rape has not declined over the past 15 years (Kilpatrick, Resnick,
Ruggiero, Conoscenti, & McCauley, 2007). According to the United States
Federal Bureau of Investigation 84,767 incidents of forcible rape were reported to
law enforcement in 2010 (Crime in the United States, 2011). A 2007 article by the
National Crime Victims Research and Treatment Center estimates that currently
20 million women in the U.S. have been raped in the United States during their
lifetime. Sponsored by the National Institute of Justice and the Center for
Disease Control and Prevention, a national survey of 8,000 female and 8,000
male rape victims found that approximately 300,000 women and 93,000 men are
raped every year. Although the majority of rape victims are female, a higher
percentage of males are raped before the age of 18 at 70%, and 40% before the
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age of 12 (Tjaden & Thoennes, 2006). However, Tjaden and Thoennes’ report
clearly cautions us the recognize that these numbers underestimate the
frequency of rape because they do not account for particularly vulnerable
populations, such as raped children or institutionalized persons.
Contrary to dominant public thought, the NIJ/CDC survey also found that
84.5% of adult women and 64.4% of adult men are raped in private rather than
public settings, indeed most frequently in a residential environment (Tjaden &
Thoennes, 2006). Moreover, where 19.8% of female victims reported using drugs
and/or alcohol at the time of their rape, over 60% of perpetrators were reportedly
using such substances (p.27). Women under the age of 12 are more likely to be
raped by relatives, between the ages of 12-17 by intimate partners and
acquaintances, and from 18 years onward by intimate partners, though men are
most often victimized by an acquaintance regardless of their age at the time of
the rape. Given the prevalence of raped minors, prevention strategies ought to
focus on protecting the underage as well as adult victims (Tjaden & Thoennes,
2006). Furthermore, among all other racial and ethnic backgrounds in the United
States, "American Indian/Alaska Native women reported significantly higher rates
of rape victimization over their life-time" (p.1).Taken together, these occurrences
suggest that popular conceptions about who is raped, when, where, and by who,
are grossly inaccurate.

The Reach of Rape
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Like all violence against women, rape occurs across nations. In South
Africa, a nation facing a frequency and brutality of rape so great it has been
reported as an "epidemic" (Hunter-Gault, 2009), nearly half of all male
respondents in South Africa reported having raped more than one female, 7.7%
reported raping more than 10, and more than 70% began raping by the age of 19
(Jewkes, Sikweyiya, Morrel, & Dunkle, 2009). U.N. Special Representative
Margot Wallstrom described Eastern Congo as the "rape capital of the world,"
where nearly 50 women are raped per hour, and not just penetrated by men's
bodies--but by rifles, sticks, and bayonets (Lloyd-Davies, 2011).
Consider the unfathomably common story of Eastern Congo citizen
Masika Katsuva, who was raped by several men, as were her two young
daughters -- then forced to watch her husband's murder, dismemberment, and
consume his genitalia. Just north of Congo, the nation of Cameroon experiences
approximately 500,000 cases of rape each year, not unlike many other African
countries (Kouamo, 2011). The European Institute for Crime Prevention and
Control found "Southern Africa, Oceania and North America have the highest
recorded rape rates, Asia the lowest" (Harrendorf, Heiskanen, & Malby, 2010,
p.24).
Accurately assessing how many rapes are attempted, enacted, and/or
repeated is difficult for a host of reasons. According to the document 'Rape at the
national level, number of police-recorded offences,' released by the United
Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, from 2004 to 2010 the countries most
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frequently experiencing the highest levels of reported rape include United States
of America, United Kingdom, India, Mexico, Peru, France, Germany, and the
Russian Federation. Having collected data regarding reported rape in 116
countries, Harrendorf et al. found that from 1996 to 2006 a growth of rape (2010,
p.26). Beginning with the highest, the report lists the 10 countries with the most
rates of rape including Canada, Sweden, New Zealand, United States of
America, Northern Ireland, England and Wales, Scotland, Finland, Germany and
Denmark. Save for Canada and the United States of America, all countries
observed an increasing rape trend. Every single one of these countries has
experienced a Slutwalk.
Nations define rape itself and related laws very differently. Tjaden and
Thoennes (2006) explain, "research will find higher rape victimization rates if
studies include attempts in their definition of rape, illustrating the maxim that the
broader the definition used to measure victimization, the higher the victimization
rate" (p.8). As it stands, no consistent measure of rape incidents across nations,
or even between U.S. states, is yet possible. The slightest distinctions matter, for
example, where marital rape does not constitute rape in legal terms, the reported
incidents of rape omit those instances and report lower rapes overall. Similarly,
while some police administrations make record of attempted-rapes, others do not
-- and this too obscures the "actual" figure of reported rapes. Furthermore,
cultural practices and geopolitical locations limiting female agency affect the
likelihood of a victim reporting his or her rape. With these problems in mind, new
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conversations on rape need to proceed with care and recognize rape as a
complex transnational feminist issue that is also discursive.

Rape as a Biological 'Trait'
In their widely celebrated and criticized book 'A Natural History of Rape:
Biological Bases of Sexual Coercion', scholars Thornhill and Palmer (2000) begin
with a critique of the "dominant explanation of rape" as it emerged from "certain
feminist assertions" and take an astonishingly trivializing liberty: "Because the
phrase "feminist psychosocial analysis" is a bit awkward, we will refer to it as "the
social science explanation"" (p.123). The authors go on to immediately dismiss
the possibility of valid social scientific research and then collapse a wide bounty
of divergent social scientific perspectives to the single, monolithically reductive
view that "rape occurs only when men learn to rape" (p.123). They then suggest
that "humans have not been able to put an end to rape" (p.2) because of flawed
and failed ideological explanations, finding no successful feminist attempts to link
biology and ideology. In examining the physiological truth that men can rape
women given their anatomy, Brownmiller attempts, "This single factor may have
been sufficient to have caused the creation of a male ideology of rape" (p.14).
Still, Thornhill and Palmer insist that biological evolutionary positions on rape
have not been taken sufficiently seriously by non-scientists. I offer these quotes
to put into sharp relief the conviction of their perspective:
Most people don't know much about why humans have the desires,
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emotions, and values that they have, including those that cause rape. This
is because most people lack any understanding of the ultimate (that is,
evolutionary) causes of why humans are the way they are. This lack of
understanding has severely limited people's knowledge of the exact
proximate (immediate) causes of rape, thus limiting the ability of
concerned people to change the behavior. For 25 years, attempts to
prevent rape have no only failed to be informed by an evolutionary
approach; they have been based on explanations designed to make
ideological statements rather than to be consistent with scientific
knowledge of human behavior.
Thornhill and Palmer further assert that rape uniquely and importantly
impedes female reproductive success in four main ways that produce the trauma
associated with rape, most notably claiming that: "Rape circumvented a woman's
ability to use copulation as a means of securing material benefits from men for
herself and/or for her offspring" (p.86). I suggest we all read that last sentence
again and weigh its ethic. Without flinching, the authors, supported by patriarchal
modes of legitimization, have thus asserted "the woman's perspective on rape
can be best understood by considering the negative influences of rape on female
reproductive success" (p.87-88). After all, rape itself is essentially a "trait" (p.56)
that "appears to have been a consistent part of the social environment
throughout human evolutionary history" (p.57). This work advances the claim that
women of reproductive-age are more intensely traumatized by rape's "potential to
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circumvent female choice" because the choice that constitutes women
psychologically is mate selection for reproductive purposes (p.90). In other
words, children and elderly women are less drastically affected by rape because
they do not exist as fully reproductive creatures yet or any longer (read: as
women).
The authors assure us that most social scientists "ignore" the most truthful
explanations of male rape. Indeed, according to Thornhill and Palmer, feminists
in particular seek to deny the "importance of such knowledge" because,
apparently, it is not possible for them to recognize "biological differences
between male and female sexuality" whilst also "convincing men and women that
rape is a political act" (p.172). According to this perspective the feminist project
actively dismisses the realities of rape, so the authors make sure to highlight for
us the fact that rapists suffer too, for "rape has major costs to the rapist: time,
energy, and (especially) risks of physical injury and social ostracism" (p.57). Of
course it is these sorts of ideas which extend the ubiquitous misconception of
female sexuality whereby women predominantly engage in sexual activity to fulfill
inherent biological roles as passive recipients, indeed vessels, of male sexuality,
oft in pursuit of motherhood, womanhood. And it is these ideas that have made it
possible for Missouri U.S. representative Todd Akin to confidently respond to a
question regarding rape-induced-pregnancy and forced-childbirth on national
television by declaring, “From what I understand from doctors, that’s really rare. If
it’s a legitimate rape the female body has ways to try to shut that whole thing
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down. But let’s assume that maybe that didn’t work or something.”
Former president of the U.S. National Right to Life Committee, Dr. Jack C.
Willke had previously advised Akin on the "science" of "legitimate" rape, and had
described how during rape a woman "is frightened, tight, and so on," in ways that
make her internally physically capable of resisting pregnancy (Belluck, 2012). In
an effort to understand rape through biological "truths" as Thornhill and Palmer
advise, I sought research on the likelihood of a woman to be impregnated during
an act rape versus a consensual event of sex.
What I found suggested "that a single act of rape may be more than twice
as likely to make a woman pregnant than a single act of consensual sex," but, for
reasons that are speculative at best, such as that ovulating women appear more
attractive to men and therefore attract rapists more than non-ovulating females
(consider the diminished potency of such a claim in the face of
infant/child/adolescent-rape). Not without its own doubt, the article also asserts
that biological/reproductive explanations of rape, "fail to take account of either the
emotional trauma that rape causes, or the fact that for rape to be a successful
evolutionary strategy the benefits of the crime have to outweigh the potential
costs for the rapist if he is caught (Link, 2001).
Recognizing the rape-as-biologically-explicable argument is necessary
because it is illustrative of the patriarchal logic that constructs views on the
causes and impacts of rape to the detriment of rape victims and efforts, like
Slutwalk, to transform rape culture. In developing the conclusion of her book,
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Representing rape: Language and sexual consent, Susan Ehrlich describes how
a male accused of rape may be found free of guilt and blame through such
reasoning:
[the accused's] representation of himself as a non-agent of sexual
aggression, for example, becomes culturally intelligible as a gendered
identity when set against the background of the male sexual drive
discourse - a discourse that absolves men of their responsibility and
agency for sexual aggression, attributing it instead to their uncontrollable
sexual drives. (2001, p.149)
Myra Johnson of the Women's Aid Federation declared it "vital that any
notion of a possible evolutionary basis for rape should not detract from the
personal responsibility that a rapist had for the devastating impact of his actions"
(Link, 2001). The evolutionary explanation of rape is, though contested, very real
and active in processes attending to rape institutionally and socially. Many
Slutwalks respond to this argument by including signs like “Blame rape on
rapists, not victims,” “Teach men not to rape.” Many also include training reform
goals for police and college students that dispel this perspective.

Centering the Victim as a Public Issue
Recommendations made by the sources I have consulted consistently
prioritize the need for victim-centered reform, including policies to improve the
legal and health systems' involvement with processing rape cases. Nearly all
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Slutwalks have policy agendas or other goals that align with these suggestions.
As the Violence Against Women Initiative (VAWI) developed within a broader
crime-reduction project developed by the United Kingdom Home Office, so too
did myriad victim-centered projects, later collated into a series of research
reports. One such report includes Kelly, Lovett and Regan's (2005) A gap or a
chasm? Attrition in reported rape cases, where the authors argue "the most
important recommendation from this study is that a shift occurs within the CJS
from a focus on the discreditability of complainants to enhanced evidencegathering and casebuilding" (p.xii) for "more than with any other crime,
complainants experience reporting of the rape and the legal process as a form of
re-victimization" (p.1). On addressing rape as a public issue, Kilpatrick et al.
write, "First, major efforts should be made to encourage women to report cases
of rape to law enforcement" (2007, p.5). Similarly, Tjaden and Thoennes (2006)
maintain that their findings "underscore the need for law enforcement agencies
and victim service providers to expand their services to rape victims and do more
to convince them that reporting their rape to the police is worthwhile and
appropriate" (p.2).
Such progress might be illustrated in the passing of the Debbie Smith Act
of 2004 in the United States. The act was spearheaded by the Rape, Abuse &
Incest National Network which claims that the law is "the most important antirape legislation ever passed by Congress" and "is expected to help solve tens of
thousands of open rape cases" (Policy, 2009). The act:
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Maximizes the effective utilization of DNA technology to solve crimes and
protect public safety; and allocates grants among eligible entities fairly and
efficiently to address jurisdictions in which significant backlogs exist, by
considering the number of offender and casework samples awaiting DNA
analysis in a jurisdiction. (Debbie Smith Act of 2004, Sec 202)
No doubt, the estimated 180,000 to 400,000 untested rape kits across the
U.S. (Hallett, 2011, p.33) require serious attention and intervention. However,
four years after the passing of the Debbie Smith Act, a 5-month long investigative
report by CBS revealed that the backlog of rape kits awaiting testing remains
overwhelming, numbering in the thousands in most major cities (Keteyian &
Strickler, 2009). If the "most important anti-rape legislation over passed by
Congress" has failed to significantly improve the problem of rape, then more work
is obviously required. Slutwalk seeks to do that work.
Within the United Nations system exists the World Health Organization
(WHO), an authority whose purpose is to direct policy recommendations based
on evidence regarding health-related issues. WHO energetically indicts sexual
violence as "major public health problems and violations of women's human
rights" (Violence, 2011). On the issue of rape prevention WHO recently described
"gender equality training" to assist in changing "cultural gender norms." In the
same fact sheet, WHO listed "ideologies of male sexual entitlement" and
"attitudes [accepting of] gender inequality" as key risk factors for being a
perpetrator of sexual violence (Violence, 2011). Later I will include a Slutwalk’s
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list of goals that address several of these key risk factors. Four years prior,
Kilpatrick et al. made "recommendations for researchers [to] highlight the need
for new studies on the prevalence and risk/protective factors associated with
rape" (2007, p.5). In 2009 the Home Office of the United Kingdom, the country's
center for developing and analyzing policy in nearly all major areas of crime,
commissioned a 156-page report of "an independent review into how rape
complaints are handled by public authorities in England and Wales" (Home
Office, 2011). Published five months later, The Stern Report made 23
recommendations to the government including: for increased joint commitment
by varied governmental agencies to address rape as social issue among a
broader set of victim-centered policy responses, rather than affirming the
propensity of current debates to focus on rapist conviction rates, for example.
The Stern Report develops a clear theme best summarized by the author
herself, "We need to look at rape victims as people who have been harmed,
whom society has a positive responsibility to help and to protect, aside from the
operations of criminal law" (2010, p.9). I find a gesture to include scholars in that
social responsibility in Tjaden and Thoennes' following assertion, "Research of a
more qualitative nature is needed to understand the different contexts in which
rape occurs, the different ways in which male and female rape victims interpret
their victimization, and the processes by which they come to define themselves
as rape victims" (2006, p.37). It would seem, then, that there is some agreement
amongst research institutions that our existing research approaches to rape are
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not sufficiently victim-centered and have not led us to helpful understandings.
Moreover, their collective findings advocate confronting rape as a social structure
with ideological underpinnings.
We must take not only seriously the vast work that has already unearthed
information but also be conscious of the boundaries that work has suggested for
our projects of inquiry. Studying public responses and protests of rape culture,
like Slutwalk, is one way to proceed in enriching discourses on rape that is
qualitative, attentive to gendered ideologies, social and victim-centered, and
capable of permeating problems of the state. Such is my rationale for choosing
Slutwalk and its related feminist blogosphere debates as a subject of inquiry
here. Now that I have discussed the realities of rape and rape culture to
substantiate the exigency of Slutwalk’s purpose and its importance to third wave
feminists, I attend to the most significant subject in current feminist debate:
intersectionality and racism. To appreciate the contributions of feminist
discourses on intersectionality one must first know where intersectionality came
from.

Situating "Third Wave" Issues in Feminist History
If one way to advance feminist rhetorical scholarship depends on better
utilizing insights from contemporary feminism and Women’s Studies, then the
concept and value that is intersectionality must be included, because as McCall
(2005) writes, intersectionality may well be “the most important theoretical
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contribution that women’s studies, in conjunction with related fields, has made so
far” (p.1771). Here I clarify my understanding of what constitutes "third-wave"
feminism; I briefly review and question the tradition of the "wave" metaphor for
historicizing feminist organizing and protest, mitigating the commonly held notion
that women of color and other marginalized social groups were not actively
practicing and contributing to feminism, while also naming and resisting its
exclusivity, prior to the "third wave.”
Many feminists recognize the metaphor of "waves" and its chronology as
useful insofar that it provides a common understanding by which significant shifts
in feminist history may be viewed and reviewed. Often that history tells us first
wave feminists primarily focused on attaining suffrage in the mid-to-late
nineteenth century through the early twenty-first century, while second wave
feminists prioritized issues of equal pay, employment opportunities and
reproductive health rights, such as abortion. Therefore the most popular
rendering of feminist history does not typically recognize the contributions and
criticisms of women of color until the "third wave.” However, women of color have
always been present in feminism and critical of the ways in which the feminist
majority marginalized their voices to prioritize White middle-class heterosexual
women.
By compartmentalizing feminist histories as distinct waves, feminist
paradigms expedite a teleological organization to the detriment of a more
accurate, complete history that resists chronologizing (Sandoval). Zarnow
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suggests that the feminist wave metaphor is not only therefore artificial, but
detrimentally "compresses the highly nuanced reworking of feminist thought and
practice," (p.274). In her work recovering marginalized feminist histories, Becky
Thompson asserts that "the most significant problem with this litany [of waves] is
that it does not recognize the centrality of the feminism of women of color in
second wave history," adding, "missing too from normative accounts is the story
of white antiracist feminism, which, from its emergence, has been intertwined
with, and fueled by the development of, feminism among women of color" (p.39).
For example, during the timeframe designated "second wave" many Black,
Latino and Asian women created and sustained important collectives, such as
the Chicana femenista group Hijas de Cuauhtemoc, the Asian-American
women's group Asian Sisters, the Native American organization Women of All
Red Nations, and the Third World Women's Alliance, later also known as the
National Black Feminist Organization.
Therefore to exclude feminists of color in second wave history is not only
hegemonic but also factually inaccurate. Thus, when "third wave" feminism is
described as unique in its attention to race and class the interrogations of those
factors by women of color, which traverse the boundaries of each "wave,” are
diminished within the wave metaphor (Fernandes, 2010; Thompson, 2010).
Recognizing that women of color, queer communities and class activists have
been, and continue to be, consistently erased in the history of feminism should
not obscure the related fact that such groups were always, and remain, excluded
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by mainstream (popular, dominant) feminism.
The "third wave" of feminist progress marks enormous issue expansion,
introducing many ideas and questions, both making and straining connections
between disciplinary perspectives. For example, Judith Butler's notions of gender
and performativity have wildly complicated assumptions about how bodies
function as sites of sociopolitical constructions and expressions of gender. And
where second wavers largely objected to the ways in which sex/uality is tethered
to the female body, some third wave feminists have found an opportunity to
question the inherent moralization of sexuality, ushering in pro-sex, or sexpositive, positions that reject many second-wave assumptions about the injury of
sex culture. At the same time, Black feminist thinkers have resisted strands of
sex-positivity which minimize the historical hyper-sexualization, fetishization and
exoticization of bodies of color, while queer authors interrogate the implications
of centering conversations about gender oppression around sex at all.
Diversifying narratives, challenging interpretive frameworks that emerge from
particular standpoints, geopolitical locations (white, hetero), is therefore a
signature of third wave thought.
Difference itself has become one of the most valuable truth-tools feminism
has skilled. Rather than divide feminist agendas along lines of difference, third
wave theorists suggest that difference be recognized, articulated, respected and
empowered as a mechanism of solidarity. Pursuing freedom from oppression
involves recognizing the ways in which systematized exclusions are distinctive
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and yet also emerge and are sustained by intertwined dominant cultural logics.
Thus, many feminists agree that the "third wave" feminism must be particularly
alert to issues of intersectionality, multiculturalism and identity politics
(Fernandes, p.99), emphasizing how various forms of institutionalized inequity,
such as racism and classism, are not only necessarily relevant to feminism but
are inherently interconnected processes and must be discussed together.
I refer to the practice of intersectionality and problematization of white
privilege as "third wave" throughout this dissertation to situate my work within an
intellectual and organizational tradition, however it should be remembered that
scores of marginalized feminists have engaged in such work long before
mainstream (that is, dominant) feminism realized its necessity.

Understanding Intersectionality
The concept of intersectionality is owed to non-white feminists and is
frequently cited as the signature of “third-wave” feminist theory and praxis. Asian
American feminist activist Kristina Wong summarizes a basic definition nicely:
“Third wave feminism was a response by women of color and others who felt
homogenized by a movement defined by the goals of middle-class, white
women” (2003, p.295). Feminist writers Baumgardner and Richards extend this
idea further, suggesting, “it is exactly that multiplicity—of individuals and of
expertise, among other qualities—that we believe defines third wave leadership”
(2003, pp.159-160). Diversifying narratives, challenging interpretive frameworks
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that emerge from particular standpoints, geopolitical locations (white, hetero), is
therefore a signature of third wave thought.
As women of color continued to reject, overcome, and negotiate their
marginalization by mainstream feminism’s exclusivity (namely along lines of race
but also in its homophobia and classism), several key transformative works
emerged. With the publication of Demita Frazier, Beverly Smith, and Barbara
Smith’s Combahee River Collective Statement (1977), Cherríe Moraga and
Gloria Anzaldúa’s This Bridge Called My Back (1981), Barbara Smith’s Home
Girls: A Black Feminist Anthology (1983), Audre Lorde's I Am Your Sister: Black
Women Organizing Across Sexualities (1986), among many others, the key
voices of influence in western feminism shifted. The ideas and experiences at the
heart of these works were not new then and are not very different now, but the
publication and amplification of such voices impacted mainstream [white]
feminism forever. The aggregate result of the increased visibility of women of
color in mainstream feminism is the moral and material necessity of
intersectionality in social justice organizing, and all feminist civic engagement
projects. No longer can mainstream feminism deny its long-overdue obligation to
a more inclusive social project that actively foregrounds issues of race, class,
ability, and sexual orientation. Intersectionality must inform any feminist project
seeking social, political and moral viability.
Despite its nearly ubiquitous reference in contemporary feminist
discourse, few writers thoroughly define what it means for an idea or practice to
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actually be intersectional, especially in relation to public spheres and activism. I
submit a brief summary of the concept here in an effort to clarify what
intersectionality itself means and the common language that surrounds it. That
summary later serves as a way to ground a comparative analysis of two
Slutwalks and the organizing activities shaping each. Both Slutwalks seemingly
emerge from the same feminist ethos, but ultimately differ in the ways they do,
and do not, demonstrate intersectional praxis.
Most broadly, intersectionality represents feminism that explicitly connects
women’s issues to issues of race, class, sexuality, and ability (Third Wave
History). Further, intersectionality is a value/concept underscoring two coexisting
truths: first, the fact that many social groups experience oppression along
multiple planes, and second, that those planes are conceptually and materially
inseparable. For example, consider Audre Lorde’s essay describing her
experiences as Black lesbian in the feminist community, in which she articulates
her own necessarily intersectional identity:
When I say I am a Black feminist, I mean I recognize that my power as
well as my primary oppressions come as a result of my Blackness as well
as my womanness, and therefore my struggles on both these fronts are
inseparable. (Lorde, 1986, p.4)
The term ‘intersectionality’ itself was first introduced by Kimberle ́
Crenshaw in 1989 and 1991. In 1992, Rebecca Walker authored a brief Ms.
magazine article titled “Becoming the Third Wave” signaling a call for a collective
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shift in feminist consciousness that explicitly includes civic engagement and
activism (Third Wave History). Walker wrote, “My involvement must reach
beyond my own voice in discussion, beyond voting, beyond reading feminist
theory. My anger and awareness must translate into tangible action” (1992,
p.40). Thus as feminists of color were working diligently to mobilize, protect, and
uplift their communities they were also animating contemporary examples of
actively intersectional civic engagement.
Perhaps the most famous iteration of intersectionality is found in bell
hooks’ influential phrase “imperialist-white-supremacist-capitalist-patriarchy”
(Media Education Foundation, 2006). Other iterations of these connections are
found across social justice scholarship. Iris Marion Young’s (2011) excellent work
differentiating “five faces” of oppression suggests that most social groups
experience oppression in the form of marginalization, violence, cultural
imperialism, exploitation, and/or powerlessness. Most feminists are personally
familiar with at least one of these faces, but many know them all. Mexican
American women experience not only cultural imperialism in a nation that
devalues and appropriates Mexican culture, but also exploitation and
marginalization in the form of unequal power, labor and commodity distributions
between men and women. It is with such an identity experience in mind that
intersectionality goes further, past differentiating faces of oppression, to insisting
that exploitation not be theorized aside marginalization, because they function in
cooperation. An intersectional critique of exploitative working conditions would
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also necessarily examine factors constraining workers’ abilities to influence those
conditions, such as disenfranchisement through powerlessness.
Intersectionality calls attention to how oppressive structures themselves
are “fully interactive, historically co-determining, and complex” (Choo & Ferree,
2010, p.129). The logics and systemic processes of oppression intersect in that
they are in contact with and exist in relation to one another. For example the
United States’ “War on Drugs” campaign enacted laws that led to the hugely
disproportionate mass incarceration of Black men and the poor, usually both
(Cullman, S. & St. John, 2012). Civic projects focused on prison reform as it
relates to criminal drug laws, then, must attend not just to how those laws are
functionally racist but classist too. Therefore a fundamental piece of
intersectional work is the prioritization of liberating those social groups who
experience several faces of oppression simultaneously throughout their lives.
Finally, intersectional theory asserts that the moments or places
oppressive systems intersect are knowable and therefore changeable, making
intersectionality a useful, relevant practice in civic engagement and social justice
activism. To better illustrate how intersectionality can be assessed and practiced
in real ways, I will later compare two Slutwalk events, each organized separately
but both part of the same broader feminist movement against sexual violence
and rape culture.
The relationship between racism and rape culture is considerable.
Published in Sex Roles, a study of nearly 1,000 male and female student
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participants, researchers Aosved and Long (2006) found that "higher levels of
racism, sexism, homophobia, ageism, classism, and religious intolerance were
each associated with higher rape myth acceptance for both men and women"
(p.488). The authors then conclude that their results suggest that "when
researchers try to understand rape myth acceptance, gender of participants per
se (men will report more rape myth acceptance) and the role of adherence to
traditional privileged or intolerant beliefs regarding sex, race, sexual orientation,
age, class, or religion each should be considered" (p.489). Therefore the Black
feminist critique of Slutwalk's insufficiency is remarkably relevant and necessary
in a conversation on feminist activism and rape culture. Brownmiller reminds us:
"Critical to our study is that rape has a history," (1975, p.12).
Of course long before feminists named rape culture, their feminist
ancestors had observed what others had not or would not: the unjust treatment
and oppression of women everywhere. The full history of the women's liberation
movement is obviously beyond the scope of this document, but more recent
developments in feminist activism and issues are useful for contextualizing
Slutwalk. With the third wave of feminism came the much needed problematizing
of second wave exclusion of many imperative female voices. Third wavers
revealed how second wave feminism presupposed a commonality that does not
exist. White heterosexual cisgender feminisms blinded the second wave to
experiences of women of color, disabled women, queer women, dividing itself
from inherently related oppressions and limiting its project.
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Attending to, valuing, and including women's experiences in processes of
knowledge discovery has traditionally presupposed a unified female experience,
collapsing identities that intersect or co-create gendered life, such as race.
Feminists now labor to be more successfully inclusive in their activism. In her
work listening to women on domestic violence, Lois Weis (2004) parses the
subject of race and offers a compelling example of how disparate female
experiences undermine any unified notion of experience based on gender alone.
Weis (2004) focuses "specifically on race-based differences among
women" finding that the "comparison between African American and White
women" points to "a distinctly White middle-class bias" affecting disparities
between social groups and the academic work born in their interest (p.30).
Toward the conclusion of her chapter, Weis writes that "poor and working-class
White women and African American women do not see the world in the same
way at all" (p.49) and "that working-class and poor White and Black women offer
essentially different versions of social critique around issues with many of the
same root causes has serious potential political consequences" (p.50). Thus
Weis' work is a successful demonstration of the possibility of a more fully
developed feminist project because she sought to understand how race affects
the experiences of women in their own words and discovered meaningful insight
in the process. But Weis's texts and those like hers remain outnumbered.
Patricia Hill Collins argues that "When it comes to thinking about Black
women's sexualities, what is needed is a framework that not only analyzes
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heterosexism as a system of oppression, but also conceptualizes its links to race,
class, and gender as comparable systems of oppression" (p.139). Author of
Changing the Wor(l)d: Discourse, Politics and the Feminist Movement Stacey
Young insists that the most compelling feminist ventures come from "those most
marginalized within and beyond the women's movement---women of color,
lesbians and bisexual women, working-class women" (1997, p.3) Taken together,
Smith, Collins and Young summon the feminist to pull examinations on
heterosexist ideologies closer to her work on race and women, because doing so
informs feminist theory more broadly but also signals the interrelatedness of
heteronormativity, classism, racism, sexism, and so on, in a new way that seeks
knowledge in, and values, the subject-experiences of Black women.
Barbara Smith contends that the Black feminist scholar should "work from
the assumption that Black women writers constitute an identifiable literary
tradition" (p.7). That is to say, we must recognize that Black feminist writings
represent a distinctive body of work and thusly must be theorized in appropriately
specific ways. Moreover, common discursive orientations in Black women's
writings are not inconsequential in Smith's view "the use of Black women's
language and cultural experience in books by Black women about Black women
results in a miraculously rich coalescing of form and content and also takes their
writing far beyond the confines of white/male literary structures" (p.7). Young
(1997) is adamant that we recognize non-academic feminist voices too, for
"feminist discursive activity, aimed at transforming cultural paradigms, remains
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inadequately specified even in those texts in which it is identified and examined"
(p.99). The matter of feminist discursivity is substantial.
Silence on Black feminist theory and sexuality has endured since the
moment of its articulation and should therefore be a subject of particularly exigent
concern for the feminist scholar, as it was for Smith in 1977, Collins in 2000, and
myself, now. Smith contends that the Black feminist scholar should "work from
the assumption that Black women writers constitute an identifiable literary
tradition" (p.7). That is to say, we must first recognize that Black feminist
discourses represent a distinct body of work and must, therefore, be theorized in
appropriately specific ways.

The Feminist Blogosphere on Slutwalk
If Slutwalk is as I suggest, a contested third wave feminist subject that
magnifies contemporary feminist problems such as the exclusion of Black female
experience, then it is a significant opportunity to advance feminist scholarship on
how feminists dialogue intersectionality. This is especially true because of its
public character on social networking sites and the extent to which we have
access to the public discourse that makes up the feminist blogosphere.
People are using Tumblr in particular to have meaningful conversations
about rape culture. Better still, some are utilizing social media sites like Tumblr to
stake out feminist activist spaces. The Tumblr based "Duct Tape Project" focuses
on raising sexual assault awareness and encourages victims to "Speak" by
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submitting portraits of themselves with their mouths strapped by duct-tape,
signifying the silencing of rape. The project further "aims to not only break the
silence around the topic of sexual assault, but also to show people the faces of
real Survivors," offering a decidedly victim-centered approach to combating rape
culture, as has been recommended by countless studies whose suggestions are
primarily aimed at government initiatives. A similar Tumblr venture exists in
"Project Unbreakable.” People are gathering online and doing the transformative
work themselves, and although their efforts may not represent activism perfectly,
they certainly resemble it.
Furthermore, discussions about (and even the physical organizing of)
Slutwalk specifically emerged almost entirely online and on sites such as
Facebook, Twitter, and Tumblr. Images from Slutwalks around the world
frequently circulate thousands of Tumblrs, and some Slutwalks were organized
exclusively using the website, such as Slutwalk Denver. Other Slutwalks used
Facebook to organize and many took to Twitter to promote and nuance their
march. One of the largest American Slutwalks occurred in Boston, where over
2,000 walkers participated. Reporting on Slutwalk Boston Christie Thompson
points out that the protest was "rallied almost entirely through social media" and
remarks, "the enthusiasm of a new young feminist generation might be the most
heartening part of the movement" (2011, p.14). Each platform was also a site of
great debate on the Slutwalk as a feminist subject. A more thorough review of
how these platforms, which taken together form the feminist blogosphere, shows
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how third-wave feminist discourse unfolds across one particularly controversial
subject.
Organizer of Slutwalk Boston, Siobhan Connors shared with MS.
Magazine columnist Christie Thompson that she, "like[d] that we weren't tied to
any organization and that it was totally grassroots," (2011, p.14). But it might be
that untied quality of Slutwalk that has led to its swift desertion. With no nationallevel of organization Slutwalk appears to have somehow been a one-hit wonder
amongst American activists. An exact figure indicating how many Slutwalks
haven taken place is not clear. What is clear is that of those Slutwalks, none
repeated their walk, traveled to a different city, or claimed an identity extending
beyond its existing greater surrounding area.
Slutwalk, as social phenomena, cannot be viewed in a vacuum; countless
histories energize and mitigate the possibilities and meanings of Slutwalk as a
protest, woman-centered event, rights issue, discursive subject, and so on.
According to Kant, prior to observation phenomena exists arbitrarily in time, its
temporal history exists only as an object of experience (Hanna, 2011). When a
phenomenon serves as an object of experience--the moment it is made known to
an observer and is therefore necessarily apperceived--it is imbued with both
temporality and causality. When a phenomena enters an observer's
consciousness it does so only through its relationships to previous objects of
experience, and this inherently attaches an "experience" to a line of
sequenced events, and cannot be otherwise known. We needn't be wholly
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convinced by Kant's notion of rationality to accept the usefulness of his claims
overall or the strength of his influence on theories on experience and knowledge.
If knowledge is primarily made possible somehow by the existence of and
relationships between one's objects of experience(s), then a disciplined effort to
immerse oneself in and record a connected set of experiences may build
understandings and make possible new insights regarding those experiences,
their meanings and intellectual significance. Slutwalk is a rhetoric of rape culture,
social protest, and feminist movement that unfolds both on the feminist
blogosphere and on the streets. Thus strategic contemplation resonates with
Kantian notions of knowledge, validates experiential knowledge and compels
feminist involvement, but is exceptionally responsive to the rhetorical properties
of a social protest such as Slutwalk.
As I’ve earlier described, strategic contemplation shaped my approach to
understanding the counterpublics I selected for this work. After researching and
publishing on Slutwalk I began to spend more time in the social discursive
spaces that were intellectually stimulating to me as a feminist rhetorical scholar. I
began to notice that the Twitter users whose commentaries on Slutwalk I found
most compelling were clustered and conversing with one another regularly about
interesting feminist subjects. The more I followed those users’ followers, the
more I came across good, critical, intersectional content. I had happened upon a
vibrant Black feminist theory community on Twitter, and, in turn, an extension of
the broader Black Twitter community.
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From Slutwalk to Black Twitter
Along with millions of other users, I started paying more attention to
Twitter around 2011. I treated the platform with more respect professionally, and
sought out other users whose accounts networked the conversations I found
compelling. I discovered that scholars like bell hooks, authors like Ta-Nehisi
Coates, artists like Talib Kweli, and local politicians like former Minneapolis
Mayor Ryback were all actively engaging the platform as a political, public, and
discursively unique space. Each of them, along with the hundreds of other
relevant accounts I began to follow, used hashtags, composed direct tweets,
hyperlinked content, included images, retweeted, participated in trending topics,
and meta-commented on the platform itself. That a long-established, somewhat
stoic scholar such as bell hooks was there, present, immediate, and
communicating publicly through Twitter in a way that understood Twitter intrigued
me; my intrigue grew the more intently I considered the rhetorical dynamics at
play.
For example, a few years later, when bell hooks published her 2016
critique of famed and self-proclaimed feminist musical artist Beyoncé’s newest
visual album, Lemonade, she did so by tweeting. hooks used an abbreviated
hyperlink through the URL shortening platform Bitly, which is a popular strategy
amongst Twitter users to save space within the 140 character-limit in tweets.
hooks also included an image of Beyoncé that worked particularly well to serve
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her argument that Beyoncé’s visual brand and appearance participates in
patriarchal norms, for the image is pulled from a scene in which hooks laments
how the “goddess-like character of Beyoncé is sexualized along with her acts of
emotional violence” (2016). She included the hashtag #LEMONADE, which had
been trending in all-capitalized letters like the album title itself for over a week.
Toward the end of her brief tweet hooks added her name through her user
handle @bellhooks, which is automatically hyperlinked to her Twitter homepage.
Although hooks is the primary manager of her account and tweets most often
using first-person, this tweet was presented in the more popularly retweetable
third-person:
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Perhaps most savvy was that hooks used Twitter at all. Lemonade was
released as a one-hour film on the premium channel HBO and immediately
became a viral topic of discussion on Twitter (see “Beyoncé's 'Lemonade' was
the only thing Twitter could talk about” on Mashable.com or “Beyoncé Debuts
'Lemonade,' Twitter Reacts Perfectly” on Essence.com). Over the next two
weeks hooks’ article ran rampantly through the Black3 and feminist (but

3

The word “Black” is capitalized throughout this work in the tradition of affirming
racial cultural social groups as specific and deserving of treatment as a proper
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especially Black feminist) blogospheres, conjuring critical debates about
representations of Black female sexuality, female career autonomy, cultural
appropriation, the white gaze, and white feminism. Her original tweet earned
thousands of impressions4, but its viral nature came mostly through secondary
sharing across timelines, amplified by blogosphere discussion and subsequently
more discussion on Twitter.
Upon discovering the fascinating rhetorical characteristics of Twitter and
its content, I pursued the platform’s historical context. Twitter is a unique social
media platform with a distinctively political identity. Twitter users generate an
enormous amount of public content, they frequently communicate about issues
that are important to their everyday lives and values. To understand Black Twitter
and the scope of its political possibilities as a networked counterpublic, one
should first comprehend the platform itself. Twitter’s characteristics are important
to understand because they help explain and shape rhetorical strategies that the
Black Twitter community uses. Furthermore those characteristics are inherently
well designed to produce subversive or revolutionary political public discourse.
Accordingly I briefly explain Twitter itself.

A Brief Account of Twitter
noun, as advocated by Crenshaw in 1988. “Black” is a preferential term to
“African American” because there are many Black Americans who are not
ancestrally related to, or do not identify with, the continent of Africa, or Afrocentric
framing, in regards to their racial identity or experiences.
4
Impressions represent instances of users actually reading or interacting with a
tweet after it has been published and then delivered to various Twitter streams.
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In July of 2000 Jack Dorsey, a 23 year old online blogger and
entrepreneur, sketched a draft of what he envisioned for a social media platform.
Five and a half years later Dorsey uploaded the image to a photo-hosting site
and announced the launch of twttr, “a recently approved application for a SMS
shortcode” supported by his employer Odeo. He wrote, “I'm happy this idea has
taken root; I hope it thrives” (Dorsey, twttr sketch). Dorsey later renamed the
platform, officially incorporating it as Twitter, Inc. in Delaware in April 2007 (U.S.
SEC). In 2012, the service Twitter surpassed 500 million users total, including
140 million from the United States (Twitter reaches, 2012). Recent Twitter usage
statistics indicate that, on average, more than 500 million tweets are sent per
day, and around 200 billion tweets are created per year; on some occasions over
1 billion tweets may be sent within a mere 2 days (Twitter Usage). Without doubt,
Dorsey’s idea has thrived.
Twitter’s growth is astounding and ongoing. For its first quarter in 2014
Twitter reported 255 million active users per month, with 78% of those active
users accessing the site via mobile devices. That same report further asserts the
volume of the site’s networked impact, “Tweets have appeared on over eight
million third-party websites, and in the fourth quarter of 2013 there were
approximately 67 billion online impressions of Tweets off of our properties” (U.S.
SEC). The New Yorker science and technology journalist Matt Buchanan asserts,
“If there is a medium of this moment, it is Twitter” (2013).
In 2012 the three countries with the most citizen Twitter use were China,
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India and the United States with 23-35 million active users per country (Lipman).
However in relation to their total populations (each well over 1 billion) China and
India have some of the lowest percentages of citizen Twitter use at 2-3% (Neal,
2013) whereas the United States is estimated to have 15% of its population on
the site (Smith & Brenner, 2012). Overall, the percentage and frequency of
citizens interacting on Twitter within the United States is meaningful, especially
for social and political issues (see Rainie, 2012; Rainie, L., Smith, A., Schlozman,
K., Brady, H., & Verba, S., 2012; Smith, 2013).
Twitter’s platform consists of four key content methods, “self-expression
mechanisms,” “discovery mechanisms,” “social mechanisms,” and “notifications.”
Self-expression mechanisms include a user’s profile, timeline and lists, discovery
mechanisms include trends, searching and the discover tool, and notifications
consist of email or mobile alerts to activity. Social mechanisms represent the
ways users can interact, including following, replying, mentioning, favoriting,
@connecting (looking up an interaction timeline), and direct-messaging (private
message exchanges).
Twitter users tend to cluster through shared topic interests and/or
communication styles. Once a user is familiar enough with the platform and has
become a member of a hyperlocal5 group they will contribute more often to the
platform by creating and sharing content in addition to reading. In their analysis
5

“Hyperlocality” is a common feature of Twitter. When users are having
networked conversations, have high co-following rates, frequently connect and
amplify their conversations through hashtags, and often @- each other, their
group is hyperlocal.
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of over 300,000 Twitter user accounts, Huberman, Romero, and Wu (2009)
found that as the total number of a user’s followers increases (especially at the
point of 200 followers) so too will the user’s posting frequency. Similarly, where
“friend” is defined as “a person whom the user has directed at least two posts to,”
a user is much more likely to post frequently when they are followed by more
friends. Approximately one-fourth of Tweets are “directed,” meaning they are
tweeted @ another specific Twitter handle, typically a user rather than a brand
(Huberman, Romero, & Wu, 2009).
Describing Twitter as a social media site isn’t inaccurate, but it can be a
limiting description in that it deemphasizes the significant use of Twitter as a
mechanism of social and political change. Most social media has been broadly
defined as “websites and applications that enable users to create and share
content or to participate in social networking” (Definition, 2014). Twitter certainly
fits within that definition, but it has also emerged as a uniquely politicized public
discourse space among some of its most popular social media peers, like
Instagram, Google Plus, Pinterest, tumblr and Linkedin. Comparably politicized
social media platforms include Facebook and YouTube, though neither are as
quick or efficient for communicating in real time.
Like other social media platforms and microblogging communities, Twitter
is used extensively for political deliberation in addition to nonpolitical
communication. Perhaps obviously, the popularity and volume of a political topic
on Twitter is an indication of that topic’s popularity in the broader political
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landscape online; perhaps less obviously, such popularity is generally aligned
with “real world” public opinion sets, and Twitter “plausibly reflects the offline
political landscape” (Tumasjan, Stprenger, Sandner & Welpe, 2010, p.178). To
the extent that this is true and knowable, public sphere scholars should attend to
Twitter users’ production of political discursive data; this is particularly true of
feminist public sphere researchers or public sphere rhetoricians (doubly if both),
because the former is equipped to perform rhetorical analyses, and the latter is
able to see subversive politicized communication in what may appear to be
personal.
Consider, for example, that upon facing massive political unrest and
protests, both China and Egypt banned Twitter from its citizens, though in both
nations users still managed to access and use the platform (Parker, 2014). The
following comment from an Arab Spring activist in Cairo suggests how Egyptian
protesters use social media, “We use Facebook to schedule the protests, Twitter
to coordinate, and YouTube to tell the world” (Howard, 2011). The Arab Spring
produced millions of public tweets, including ample personal testimonies and
incendiary imagery, playing a “critical role” in the revolution’s progress (Howard,
Duggy, Freelon, Hussain, Mari & Mazaid, 2011). The Arab Spring’s use of Twitter
to sustain and publicize a revolutionary movement captured the attention of many
scholars, as did the use of Weibo, a platform akin to Twitter, in Hong Kong during
the recent election protests (Parker, 2014). International allies recirculated
statements and images from the Hong Kong activists on Twitter, amounting to
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“more than 1.3 million tweets related to the unprecedented protests in
#HongKong” during just three days (Pope-Chappell, 2014). No clearer example
of the usefulness of Twitter in organizing social movements and protests
precedes the Arab Spring, but the Arab Spring is not alone in wielding social
media as a tool of dissent.
As a highly visible and tremendously popular public site of news,
sociopolitical discussion, and protest coordination, Twitter holds important
possibilities and opportunities for public sphere research in the United States.
This is especially true for rhetorical scholars who are invested in understanding
the state and conditions of contemporary social movements and their discourse.
One needn’t look very far for a statement on Twitter that underscores its
democratic potential in the American public sphere. Filed with the U.S. Securities
and Exchange Commission, Twitter’s official business description explicitly
affirms the site as a public sphere space:
Twitter is a global platform for public self-expression and conversation in
real time. By developing a fundamentally new way for people to create,
distribute and discover content, we have democratized content creation
and distribution, enabling any voice to echo around the world instantly and
unfiltered. (U.S. SEC)
Additionally, Twitter combines four “elements” to establish and sustain
itself as a global platform, upholding that its character is (1) public, (2) real-time,
(3) conversational and (4) distributed (U.S. SEC). Taken as a whole, Twitter’s
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business report and four characteristic elements make for a fair description of a
public sphere; it is a space where people come together to publicly engage
democratic discourse. A fundamental premise of this dissertation is the idea that
Twitter is a public sphere space, more specifically a ‘networked public sphere’
space, capable of facilitating impactful counterpublics.
There are many examples of writers underscoring the importance of Black
Twitter’s public, political community. Consider well-liked Black blogger Catherine
Fitzpatrick’s statement: “with Twitter, people are starting to realize that there is an
active and vibrant black voice -- African-American you could say, not only to be
politically correct but also technically correct -- using the hashtags
enthusiastically to create a sense of participation” (2009). Similarly, Black
feminist writer and Black Twitter leader Feminista Jones writes, "for others,
though, particularly for people of color, Twitter has become one of the most
important tools of modern sociopolitical activism” (Jones, 2013). Tracy Clayton
describes Black Twitter as “kind of like the black table in the lunchroom” (Holland,
2014). Williams and Domoszlai describe Black Twitter as a “networked cultural
identity” and assert: “this group sits at the center of new media and broadcast
media, giving us a glimpse of new forms of collective action in the digital age”
(2013).
In a recent essay Black Twitter writer Jesse Holland opined, "If you are
from a particularly marginalized community or one where others have spoken for
you, but you have not had the agency to really speak for yourself or make your
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truth known, then it is absolutely necessary that in any instance you can take on
that agency that you do so" (2014). Networked counterpublic communities
participating with and influencing news media are essential to resist the white
narratives that dominate messages and representation; Twitter enables people of
color to tell their own stories in new ways.

What is 'Black Twitter'?
The simplest explanation of Black Twitter is Black people using Twitter.
But that itself isn’t really an explanation so much as a statement about a segment
of users on a social media platform. An Annenberg research team defines Black
Twitter as “discursive phenomenon in which individuals and groups use Twitter
as a counterpublic space to engage in everyday talk about cultural, social, and
political events that are important to Black communities” (Black Twitter Project,
2014).6 To understand Black Twitter as a concept, phenomenon, subject of
inquiry, and counterpublic, it’s important to fist understand how Black Twitter was
discovered and subsequently named.
If Twitter's hashtag function and related "trending topics" section did not
exist, it's likely that the concept of Black Twitter wouldn't either. When a subject
rises in popularity on Twitter the conversation around that topic is usually
facilitated and organized by a hashtag--a word or phrase preceded by a "#"

Upon further digging I discovered that a previous definition was less political
and evolved after strong backlash from the Black Twitter community. The word
counterpublic was included in the revised version.
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symbol that immediately hyperlinks7 every tweet in which it is used. Hashtags are
used primarily to categorize and organize content around a key word, connect
users having related conversations, help build co/following relationships, and
promote an event, campaign, or a rhetorical framing. Hashtags are always also
hyperlinks; by clicking on a hashtag (e.g., #CookingTips) a user is automatically
redirected to an interactive list of the most popular tweets including that same
hashtag. Oftentimes these tweets include several hashtags to coalesce users
attracted to the topic at hand (e.g., #CookingTips, #Cooking, #Recipe).
Several studies have indicated that using a hashtag in a tweet will double
online engagement with that tweet, and two hashtags average a 21% increase in
engagement; however more than two hashtags in a single tweet averages a 17%
decrease in engagement (Lee, 2014). Although hashtags originated on Twitter
they are now used at prolific rates on other social media platforms, namely
Instagram and Facebook. Hashtag purposes vary across platforms, but on
Twitter their broadest primary function is to categorize content and connect
interested users (Lee, 2014). Companies and brands have discovered, and since
developed, information extraction processes to determine the most popular
hashtags relevant to their products and then create social media messaging
campaigns utilizing those hashtags. Doing so increased consumer engagement,

7

A hyperlink is any text or media online that may be activated by clicking or
tapping on the highlighted content, which then redirects the user to a webpage,
file or document in another location.
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especially when those messages with hashtags also included photos (Nunn,
2015).8
Twitter’s official blog published related findings indicating that tweets
including Universal Resource Locators, commonly known as URLs, are also far
more likely to be engaged and retweeted (Luckie, 2012). Twitter’s
recommendations to journalists seeking higher user engagement include: “1. Use
hashtags for context and @cite your sources; 2. share what you’re reading with
your Twitter followers, and 3. use the Retweet button to curate” (Luckie, 2012).
The most consistently popular Twitter accounts are those belonging to
mainstream news media organizations. The influence of popular accounts is
increased when those accounts are regularly retweeted and mentioned, which is
more likely when users tweet often and about a range of topics that is
appropriate to their authority (Meeyoung, Haddadi, Benevenuto, & Gummadi,
2010). Mentions are primarily driven by the “name value” (p.17) of the user,
whereas retweets are propelled by content.
Suh, Hong, Pirolli, and Chi’s (2010) research found that the most effective
Twitter tool for disseminating information quickly and widely is the Retweet
function, and the hashtag has the strongest influence on the likelihood of a tweet
being retweeted. Their findings also suggest that the more followers a popular
user has the more likely their tweets are to be retweeted, which is amplified by
the inclusion of a hashtag. Tweets including hashtags, which are then more often
The influence of photos and other media on the popularity of hashtag
campaigns will be discussed in greater length later in this work.
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retweeted (thereby amplifying the resonance of that hashtag), influence Twitter
discourse more than those that are not networked through a hashtag. A
hyperlocal Twitter community, that is, one in which most users follow and cofollow each other and have discussions in real-time, also increase the circulation
of a hashtag on a given day, week, or even month.
Other researchers have also been able to mine both content and context
characteristics to predict the popularity of a given hashtag (Ma, Sun & Cong,
2012). Namely their research found that “context features are relatively more
effective than content features” (2012, p.2). Those context features emphasize
the number of users using a hashtag, how often they use that hashtag, and the
number of their “border users,” or, followers. If a popular user with many
followers uses a hashtag frequently and is likely to be retweeted, the likelihood
that the hashtag will grow in popularity increases. Furthermore researcher Dan
Zarella, after analyzing 1.4 million tweets, determined that including a quote in a
tweet increases the chances of a retweet by 30% (Linaker, 2016). Overall these
findings suggest that a community of users who have high rates of cofollowing
and overlapping content interests are likely to propel particularly interesting
and/or exigent hashtags into popular, even viral9, status.
As a hashtag becomes increasingly popular it likewise grows in “mentions”
(uses), and when those mentions occur more frequently than others it appears in
the 'trending topics' section of a user's Twitter homepage. Whatever most people
9

Going “viral” means that a topic, or hashtag, has become unusually popular
through rapid circulation between users; this occurs often through the Internet.
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are interactively discussing will become immediately recognizable to a broader
Twitter audience. Often the emergence of a trending hashtag engages a larger
set of users who might otherwise be unaware of the topic or disconnected from
the set of users discussing it.
Such was the case when Twitter's evening trending topics began to
regularly reflect Black American interests, especially those related to popular
culture and media. When the Black Entertainment Television Awards aired many
of the trending topics followed the event's performances and celebrity
participants. Consequently a score of Twitter users, presumably white, reacted
negatively to the unexpected visibility of Black culture on their screens, tweeting
comments such as:
"Did anyone see the new trending topics? I dont think this is very good
neighborhood. Lock the car doors kids" (@brighteyesjulie)
"Why are all these black people on trending topics? Neyo? Beyonce?
Tyra? Jamie Foxx? Is it black history month again? LOL"
(@KashaSeptember)
"Why are all the Twitter trending topics about the BET awards? Fuck that
channel" (@ROLOLODAN)
"wow!! too many negros in the trending topics for me. I may be done with
this whole twitter thing" (@Nicholas1136)
"Looks like we've got some reverse-racism on the trending topics. BET
awards, Beyonce and--is 'sweat'

really his last name?" (@markseeley)
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Social media spaces buzzed with curious conversations and questions
about who was creating and sustaining these seemingly 'Black' conversations on
Twitter and why. Twitter hummed with both Black-centric conversations and
White-centric reactions to those conversations, perking the interest of online
news media sources that regularly derive their content from the pools of trending
topics in social media spaces. Two key online essays, Choire Sicha's What were
Black people talking about on Twitter last night? and Farhad Manjoo's How Black
people use Twitter, garnered substantial public and media interest regarding
Twitter's increasingly Black trending topics, marking both the emergence of the
term 'Black Twitter' and white forays into its culture.
In early 2014 the Pew Research Center's Internet and American Life
Project published data revealing that a higher percentage of Black internet users
(22%) participate in Twitter than white internet users (16%), further finding that
40% of African Americans aged 18-29 use the platform. Pew research has also
found that more African (56%) and Hispanic (51%) Americans access the
internet via cell phones than whites (39%) (Zickuhr, 2012). Pew's senior research
specialist Aaron Smith speculates that the high percentage of African American
Twitter users might be attributable to the fact that "92% of black adults are cell
phone owners, and 56% own a smartphone of some kind" (2014). More online
essays surfaced speculating on the nature of an online community interacting so
frequently and consistently that it regularly dominates trending topics.
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In turn, Black Twitter users began to discuss and respond critically to
essays claiming to understand and seeking to define their activities. The doubleconsciousness required of Black culture is evident in the responses of Black
Twitter users to the talk about Black Twitter. At the same time that much of the
Black Twitter community rejected, and continues to reject, itself as describable, it
also sees and knows itself, a recognition that becomes especially explicit in
meta-commentaries. On the one hand, nearly all Black Twitter users take serious
issue with the ways the term attempts to encapsulate Blackness as a singular
concept or identity. On the other hand, Black Twitter frequently references and
celebrates itself as a discursive community rooted in Black culture.
For its internal audiences Black Twitter is real and meaningful group,
concept and space, not without contestation or disagreement. The ideological
fractures within the Black Twitter community often mirror those within Black
community more broadly. Connected by a common psychological and material
racial experience of Otherness, users debate and frequently question
meritocracy, the role of the State, possibilities of the individual and selfdetermination, respectability politics, misogynistic renderings of Black
womanhood, patriarchy, homo and transphobia, and myriad other sociopolitical
subjects.
Regarding external audiences Black Twitter often blatantly rejects the
appropriateness of any white expeditions into the community as an online
subculture, especially since many such treatments describe users as a
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monolithic group. Sarah Florini reminds us that there is no monolithic Black
Twitter; even so, she argues, “What does exist are millions of Black users on
Twitter networking, connecting, and engaging with others who have similar
concerns, experiences, tastes, and cultural practices” (2014).
In the first of only two existing academic articles exploring the concept of
Black Twitter Brock (2012) recounts how mainstream media and audiences came
to realize its existence, writing, "Black Twitter hashtag domination of the Trending
Topics allowed outsiders to view Black discourse that was (and still is)
unconcerned with the mainstream gaze" (2012). The persistent presence of
Black interests in Twitter's trending topics disrupted white expectations for the
platform to be congruent with dominant cultural experiences that regularly
marginalize and erase Black culture from mainstream conversations. Only in a
white supremacist culture that fails to view Blackness as an integral part of
American life does Twitter became a problematically racialized space just
because trending topics attend to a Black media event or issue.
Black Twitter, as a strange and remarkable term or concept, was and
remains marked by white supremacist cultural logic. As Michael Arceneaux
laments, "the lingering dissection of Black Twitter isn't really all that different from
other, sometimes exhaustive, explorations into Black urban culture; this
examination will continue to encompass Black youth who do nothing more but
engage each other in shared interests" ("Miseducation"). Similarly, Belton (2010)
wrote,
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One of the downsides about being a minority is that when you do
something everyone else gawks and stares at you as they never really
think about you that much anyway, hence they can't believe that you
would talk about something on the Twitter "they" wouldn't be talking about.
Or that there would be enough of you chatting on the Twitter to make
trending topics. Yet! There you are! Making trending topics! How on Earth
did this happen? The Awl was the first site I noticed to stand and gawk at
something they called "Black People's Twitter," which I always thought
was "bored teenagers up late at night on their smart phones, talking shit."
But, you know, a lot of those teenagers are black and they manage to get
trending topics going so THIS IS A THING! And apparently it needs to be
discussed and we need to understand "why."
Belton further asks, "Why is it necessarily more surprising that there are
clusters of black people using Twitter as opposed to right wingers? What makes
them more fascinating than Beck followers?" Later asserting "it's never special
blackity-black thing" (“Things that are not surprising,” 2010). She's right to
underscore the truth that hyperlocal white twitter groups also exist and get
basically none of the same scrutiny, gawking and gazing that Black Twitter is
subjected to. She's also right to remind us that nightly trending topics owed to
"Black twitter" are often owed to Black youth on their smart phones. Arceneaux
and Belton each rightly criticize the initial and ongoing inquisitions on Black
Twitter, pointing to how public reactions are demonstrative of white dominance
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and contribute to the exoticization and fetishization of Black culture. However,
their perspectives also obscure the diversity within Black Twitter and I resist
Belton's assertion that Black Twitter is "never a special blackity-black thing.” I
take up the question "What is this 'Black' in Black Twitter' in the following section.

What is this 'Black' in Black Twitter?
Here I describe the ways in which Black Twitter is, in fact, a culturally Black
community. I draw this question, and some of the answer, directly from the work
of Michelle Stephens (2009) and her article What is this Black in the Black
Diaspora?. Although there is ample intrigue around Black Twitter across social
media, popular media, news media, and academia, there is little discussion or
argument about what makes Black Twitter actually culturally Black. I was inspired
to create an argument making that case when I was in the audience at a panel
for a national Rhetoric conference and a non-Black presenter, whilst on a panel
with a Black Twitter researcher, exclaimed, “If there’s a Black twitter, then what’s
White Twitter?! How is Black Twitter any different from just Twitter?” I thought, I
can answer that question and contribute to this scholarship. I argue that the
presence of (1) race consciousness, (2) the prioritization of race and racismrelated issues, especially those that affect Black Americans, (3) culturally Black
linguistic practices and traditions such as "signifyin," (4) the White Supremacist
gaze and its othering of Black Twitter all inscribe its Blackness.
First I want to address an important and reasonable concern the Black Twitter
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community has about research on Black Twitter, especially by white scholars.
When it was announced in 2014 that the University of Southern California’s
Annenberg Innovation Lab had initiated the “Black Twitter Project” the actual
Black Twitter community reacted very unfavorably. In fact, they trended the
sarcastic, mocking hashtag #BlackTwitterStudyResults. The project’s three lead
researchers were pictured on the Lab’s website, and all three were white males.
This indicated to the community that the team was already inherently misguided
and lacking credibility.
A recurring theme in [Political] Black Twitter’s discussions is that
productions about Black people and culture should include actual Black people.
When a film about slavery is released, for instance, Black Twitter is quick to
assess whether the film crew includes people of color and/or women. Moreover,
the consumption of Black culture by white society is a subject of frequent concern
and criticism for Black Twitter. The information measurement company giant
Nielsen also “listens in” on Black Twitter; the Los Angeles Times hired a Black
Twitter reporter, and the community knows this. Black Twitter’s responses to
these issues is typically to make fun of them, the community is notoriously
hilarious. As I’ll explain later, they also often do so with images and hashtags.
See:
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Suffice to say that when the Lab’s team was found to be all white and male, this
communicated ignorance. Later it was discovered that the woman who headed
the project, Dr. Dayna Chatman, is Black, but she was left un-credited prior to the
debacle. That bothered the community, and her too, for the same reasons
(Chatman, 2014).
In defense of her project Chatman released a statement in which she
described Black Twitter as an important space for debate and for Black culture to
be heard. She described her earnest intentions to produce scholarly work that
helps archive the phenomenon because she finds significant the “ways we foster
a sense of community, carve out a place to engage with other like-minded folk,
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advocate for change, and maybe most importantly, a way to build our sense of
Black collective identity and politics” (Chatman). She goes on to lament that such
work and the stories it can tell have “not yet been told in existing scholarship”
(Chatman). Chatman then defends the project as one that might motivate “likeminded researchers to understand the full scope of Black Twitter and its capacity
to benefit Black public life and articulate our perspectives on the society we live
in.” This defense was relatively well received by Black Twitter, and it signaled to
me that my own intentions are sound.
There are three key steps I have taken to validate my work as a white scholar
studying Black Twitter, and as an intersectional feminist researcher I find these
steps to be vital. First and most simply, I live a personally and professionally antiracist life. Second, I have utilized Royster and Kirsch’s feminist rhetorical
research strategy of strategic contemplation. I have “sat” with the Black Twitter
community, listening intently, for three years. I have spent a great deal of time
reading and critically reflecting on the community has to say. I understand the
concerns of the community and the boundaries that I cannot cross. I have gained
followers from the community itself, and I shamelessly admit making my way into
a Buzzfeed article on the “Best of Black Twitter Last Night” with a tweet about the
Starbucks #RaceTogether campaign (which was then mocked by Black Twitter
with #NewStarbucksDrinks.
Public rhetoric scholar Carmen Kynard (2015) asserts that evaluating how
culturally literate a person is a way for “an oppressed group needs to know who
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and what to trust” (Kynard). Through three years of sincere, reflexive, listening,
and strategic contemplation, I have earned trust and built literacy in the
community’s culture. Black cultural literacy is imperative if one seeks to
understand, participate in, and specifically study, Black Twitter. Patton (2005)
clarifies what it means to be literate in Black culture; she draws on Giroux’s
notion that literacy involves participating with varying communication practices
emanating from diverse groups with different cultural experiences. Patton
suggests scholars working with African American literature to balance treating
Black texts as existing and speaking differently from and within a specific racial
historical context. She cautions against exoticizing or appropriating them too,
gesturing to another important part of cultural literacy which is to not essentialize
a group; Black culture is not a fixed, singular, or undisputed system of beliefs and
practices.
To provide a sense of scale for both the size of the Black Twitter
community and my participation in it, I have generated a sample list of popular
(though not necessarily well-liked and certainly not exhaustive) users within the
Political Black Twitter community. I include the Black Lives Matter Minneapolis
account for local reference, but also because BLM Minneapolis is often at the
forefront of the BLM movement activism and strategy.10 I identify the approximate
total number of followers as of August 2016, accompanied by the number of
10

For example, BLM Minneapolis is at the forefront of highway occupation
protest, regularly protests at City Hall, occupied the 4th precinct of the
Minneapolis Police, is well known for their Mall of America protest and
subsequent charges, brought the story of Jamar Clark to national news, etc.
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users that each account has in “common” with my research account. For
example Cornel West currently has about 725,000 followers, and my research
account follows 208 of those users. Many of these “users in common” are
repeated across each of the sample accounts, suggesting the hyperlocality of
Twitter communities.
Name

Twitter Handle

Users in
Common

Follower Count

BLM Minneapolis

@BlackLivesMPLS

~26,000

111

bell hooks

@bellhooks

~100,000

184

Feminista Jones

@FeministaJones

~100,000

162

Black Lives Matter

@Blklivesmatter

~160,000

176

Johnetta Elzie

@Nettaaaaaaaa

~160,000

188

Marc Lamont Hill

@marclamonthill

~255,000

181

DeRay McKesson

@deray

~540,000

276

Cornel West

@CornelWest

~725,000

208

My discussion of Political Black Twitter intends to name a growing
counterpublic and define some of its characteristics, in that regard I focus more
on what the community has in common more than how it is in disagreement.
However, Black people are not a monolith and Black culture is not monolithic;
Black Twitter is not monolithic. Dissension within Black communities about public
issues, political strategy, and life generally, is ubiquitous and normal. Although I
use the terms Black Twitter and Political

Black Twitter, I do not mean to
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diminish the complexities of Blackness or intra-racial differences. Instead I
choose these terms because the first is preexisting and the second can be
defended by my argument about what makes Black Twitter actually Black.

Race Consciousness
The first characteristic that makes Black Twitter Black is the presence and
dialoguing of race consciousness. Drawing from the work of Frantz Fanon,
Michelle Stephens (2009) differentiates race consciousness from color
consciousness. Color consciousness is an element of racial identity made up by
the physiognomic, visual characteristics of race, such as having darker skin or
fuller lips (Stephens, 2009). Race consciousness is a different element
contributing to racial identity; it is an “understanding of the shared conditions and
cultural bonds that might unite a racial group” (p.27). Race consciousness is
always operating, and even burdensome, in the sense that it is awareness that
one cannot, in present social conditions that privilege whiteness, live an un-raced
existence. The hashtag #GrowingUpBlack expressed such “shared conditions
and cultural bonds” and is not an uncommon form of hashtag use in the
community.
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Race consciousness is, not to be too tautological, to be conscious that
one lives in a society that has constructed race as a category that will impact how
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you experience the world. Moreover, there are other people in that society who
will be “raced” in similar ways and whose shared conditions are bases for cultural
closeness. Stephens discusses how cognizance of one’s racial identity is to
realize both “identification and alienation” (p.34). On Black Twitter users
recognize that the platform is a different space with more shared approaches to
how to talk about Blackness in society online. The following image summarizes
this double-consciousness:

In the Huffington Post’s (2015) article 18 Times Black Twitter Broke The
Internet In 2015 author Aaron Barksdale wrote, “By creating a collective dialogue
based on black experiences, a boundless community of Twitter users make a
meaningful impact on how issues of race and identity play out far beyond the
platform itself.” Black Twitter is aware that it is a culturally Black community of
users and therefore possesses race consciousness. Users who have formed a
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more political subset that explicitly dialogues myriad policies and institutionalized
iterations of racism represent Political Black Twitter.

Prioritizing Issues of Race and Racism
Jamilah King, journalist at Mic and formerly Colorlines, recently said, “I
don’t know any black reporter who, the first thing in the morning, doesn’t check
Black Twitter” (Ferguson, 2016). Black Twitter is an incredibly fast-paced source
of news related to race, racism, and Black culture. Katie Ferguson of the
Columbia Journalism Review interviewed Black Twitter scholar Meredith Clark
who commented that community “puts human capital in the middle of the story, it
places a heavy emphasis on the lives and the livelihood of people who have
been marginalized in the press traditionally” (2016). Herein lies a difference
between Black Twitter and Political Black Twitter. Black Twitter discusses all
things life, especially popular culture of all kinds. Political Black Twitter, a subset
of users, constantly prioritizes issues of race and racism. Many Black Twitter
users are not a part of Political Black Twitter, but all users of Political Black
Twitter belong to the Black Twitter community.
Political Black Twitter is also activist in persona, frequently offering ways
to connect the online discussions to racial justice activist projects taking place in
communities or also online (e.g., Campaign Zero). Although this portion is
reminiscent of the very-publicized Black Lives Matter (BLM) movement,
conflating Political Black Twitter with BLM would be a mistake; each is a notably
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Black counterpublic, and they are certainly interrelated, but Political Black
Twitter’s topics range more broadly than those of BLM. Researchers Freelon,
McIlwain and Clark (2016) analyzed approximately 41 million tweets and 100,000
related web links and determined that the BLM movement consists of six
“recurring communities,” and only one of those is Black Twitter (Demby, 2016).
Their findings also indicated that although the BLM movement has primarily been
driven by women, especially online, the most prominent voices in mainstream
media, are those of male activists such as DeRay McKesson. McKesson’s
central platform is Twitter, the relationship between the two counterpublics is
significant but complicated, and parsing it falls outside the scope of this project.
However it is noteworthy that McKesson regularly wears a shirt with the Twitter
bird logo on it to his media appearances, protests, and activist events; the shirt
includes the signifying hashtag #StayWoke:
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The Role of Language in Black Twitter
"Participation means being able to speak "in one's own voice" (Fraser,
1990, p.69). When marginalized social groups whose lives are already overnegotiated by institutional racial disparities are dependent on those same
institutions to provide arenas of debate, they are disempowered. When social
groups perceive their public and political agency as necessarily embedded in
institutional systems they are further disempowered. These realities are
motivating reasons for groups to form counterpublics and resist an “official”
bourgeois public sphere. It makes some good sense, then, that groups would find
ways to dialogue their lives in non-institutional places where there are few
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conditions for participation and their bodies are not at stake. In an increasingly
networked and digital society, Twitter is one of those places, but not just because
it’s public, free, accessible, mobile, and popular. Twitter is one of those places
because its platform’s characteristics are particularly attractive to certain
discursive habits. Part of what would help individuals identify others with similar
cultural and racialized experiences is recognizing communication practices that
signal those knowledges.
I suggest that some limits and tools in Twitter, such as its 140 character
limit and promote networked conversations amongst user communities whose
particular linguistic practices or cultural traditions work well within those
constraints and modalities. Researchers have argued that the “linguistic structure
of tweets approximate the linguistic patterns of natural language expressions” for
most users who come from cultures in which linguistic structure is visible and
common (Bernard, Zhang, Sobel, & Chowdury, 2009, p.2,169). Within Black
culture one of those communication practices is signifyin’.
Understanding signifying fully requires Black cultural literacy, as the
practice almost always invokes a broader context and has multiple meanings, all
of which is typically embedded in Black culture. Signifyin’ on Twitter is to embed
one's message within a larger Black cultural tradition of multiplying meaning
through specific wordplay strategies, therefore communicating a degree of
shared experience and expectations for the interaction; it is also a signature of
the Black Twitter counterpublic.
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“Signifyin” has also been described as “sounding” or “the dozens,” where
all three are a Black cultural linguistic practice using rules of operation. Labov
writes that despite there being a “great variety” of terms used to describe this
activity, the “activity itself is remarkably similar throughout the various Negro [sic]
communities” (1972, p.273). The kind of signifyin’ is usually describing ritual
insult play. Sarah Florini (2013) has argued that Twitter’s platform uniquely
accommodates signifying and Black cultural performance; on the dozens she
writes, “Twitter mimics another key aspect of how signifyin’ games are
traditionally played—speed” (233). She additionally points out that the publicness
of Twitter plays a key role because signifying requires audience, “Twitter’s
architecture creates participant structures that accommodate the crucial function
of the audience” (p.232).
Mitchell-Kernan (1972) however, suggests that there is another form of
signifyin’ that focuses on encoding a message with multiple meanings and is “an
alternative message form, selected for its artistic merit” (p.315). Mitchell-Kernan
goes on to explain, “the Black concept of signifying incorporates essentially a folk
notion that dictionary entries for words are not always sufficient for interpreting
meanings” (p.317). Black Twitter users draw on signifying traditions continuously,
it is a signature of the community’s discourse.
There are two specific illustrative examples of signifying that are
commonplace on Black Twitter. The first is the popular practice of jokingly
mocking, through hashtags, mainstream media coverage of Black issues that
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display a sort of white ignorance, a culturally illiteracy. These kinds of hashtags
are usually dubbed “blacktags” because they are linguistic expressions of race
consciousness and tend to riff on the dozens, or signifying. For instance, when
TIME magazine published an online post titled This is What ‘Bae’ Means in
response to Black musical artist Pharrell’s latest lyrics. In the piece the author,
Katie Steinmetz (2014), ponders, “What in the world does bae mean, anyway?”
The Black Twitter community immediately started joking about the rather pitiful
attempt by a mainstream media source to be cool. The post had revealed the
author, and perhaps editors or publication itself, to be illiterate in Black culture
while still trying to explain a culturally Black word. Beyond being a little
embarrassing, it also suggests that TIME doesn’t recognize that its audience
might also include Black people who already know exactly what bae means.11
Over the next few days Black Twitter trended the blacktag #TimeTitles.
Hundreds of tweets poured across Twitter timelines and articles about the
hashtag appeared on dozens of popular websites like The Root and Jet Mag.
Coverage of #TimeTitles even made its way onto KnowYourMeme, a site that
archives popular internet phenomena; KnowYourMeme describes #TimeTitles as
“a hashtag associated with tweets featuring satirical news headlines that try to
explain African American culture or slang in an out-of-touch way” (#TimeTitles,
2014). Although I use #TimeTitles as an instructive sample here, there are
countless other similar entertaining blacktags that have gone viral over the past
Bae means “Before Anyone Else” and/or is an informal, shorthand term of
endearment.
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three years. The #TimeTitle tweets use signifying to reference Black culture
without directly explaining what it is that they’re referencing, they invoke a larger
comical and cultural context. They function a lot like an “inside joke” but with
firmer discursive parameters. #TimeTitle tweets also express another playful
Black linguistic practice, marking, which is to take on the tone of a different
person, especially of another race (Mitchell-Kernan, 1972). Three popular Black
Twitter users, @BlackGirlDanger, @AngryBlackLady (her name itself is
signifying), and @PiaGlenn accelerated the trend:
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The second common way that Black Twitter resists the marginalization of
Black audiences and culture, and makes white obliviousness visible through
signifying and blacktags, is by appropriating hashtags that originated outside of
the community. For example, when the news broke that celebrity television chef
Paula Deen had used racial slurs and hosted an event with all-Black staff
intended to reminiscently recall a Southern slavery plantation, it didn’t go over
well with the public. In a scrambled attempt to redirect public conversations away
from Deen’s racist actions, her television show’s host channel, The Food
Network, encouraged users on social media to share their favorite Paula Deen
recipes using the hashtag #PaulasBestDishes. Black Twitter quickly appropriated
the hashtag to share its own interpretations of Deen’s dishes.
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In addition to being funny, these tweets embed conversation about Deen’s
comments and actions in the historical racism of the United States. There is no
way to read the tweets as funny without also invoking one’s knowledge of
segregation, civil rights slogans, and plantation era slavery. They are at once
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hilarious and counter to dominant narratives that erase such histories; they are
signifying. Even as the hashtag trended and more articles emerged sharing the
funniest tweets, others were concerned about the jokes getting a little too many
laughs. The Black Youth Project released a concerned statement on
#PaulasBestDishes specifically, opining, “the (white) internet began paying
attention to (black) Twitter’s response to Paula Deen’s bigotry in a manner that
did not properly acknowledge the ingenious, satirical black thought at work”
(2013). Therefore we should also be careful to too quickly consume signifying
practices, and should recognize the total of what these messages express. At the
same time that one might rather innocently miss this issue, others are very aware
of the racial dynamics at play. The publicness of Black Twitter makes a different
communication style and political vocabulary visible to groups that are not
familiar with Black culture. Its publicness and popularity also makes it possible for
White Supremacy to reveal itself.

The White Supremacist Gaze
Another factor that inscribes Black Twitter’s Blackness is the immensely
White Supremacist reaction to its very existence. In their work, Caren, Jowers,
and Gaby describe online social movement communities as similar to their offline
counterparts in both function as “free spaces” or “havens” for movement-building
(2012). In the case of Black Twitter, that haven does not exist. I have included a
few examples of the racist tweets sent to members of the Black Twitter
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community, which tend to reach the intended “targets” by using hashtags and
@direct messaging within the tweet. In an effort to reject the use of racial slurs
under any conditions, while still showing that they exist, I have placed small, gray
censor boxes over the slurs themselves.
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These racist hate messages proliferate the notification sections of Political Black
Twitter users, especially those involved in the Black Lives Matter movement.
Awful as these messages may be, their violence is obvious, and what might be
more insidious is all of the small ways in which White Supremacist culture
appropriates Black Twitter. Unfortunately, the problem of White Supremacy in
networked publics does not impact Black Twitter alone.
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CHAPTER THREE: PATTERNS OF CRITIQUE ON SLUTWALK AND
DISCOVERING “ACTIVE” INTERSECTIONALITY
"Third wave" or Hypercritical? Patterns of Critique on Slutwalk
The following section examines the arguments of three popular critiques of
Slutwalk, including Black Women's Blueprint's (BWB) Open Letter to Slutwalk,
Chai Shenoy's Why I don't care to Slutwalk, and Aura Bogando's Slutwalk: A
stroll through white supremacy. Each of these essays is commonly cited in what
has been described as the "feminist blogosphere,” a robust communicative space
in which feminists debated Slutwalk and continue to dialogue. Importantly, I
incorporate divergent perspectives from less cited sources, such as Global
Women's Strike to increase their counter-testimonies' visibility and describe
Slutwalk more fully. Occasionally I include comments from the only remaining
active original Slutwalk Toronto organizer, Heather Jarvis, whom I interviewed inperson during a research trip to Canada for this project.
The firsthand insights I gained during that travel and research process
transformed my perspective on Slutwalk [Toronto] and revealed unexpected
tensions within many popular criticisms of the walk and its organizers, ultimately
inspiring this chapter. I share these essays and insights to consider their
implications for how we might reinterpret Slutwalk and related feminist debates.
Finally, I argue that while many of these types of critiques intelligently interrogate
"third wave" issues, others paradoxically reproduce the inappropriate practices
they accuse, such as essentializing and limiting the testimonies of women of
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color on Slutwalk, and failing to recognize the material realities of how the
movement was organized. I illustrate how two of Slutwalk's principle points of
controversy, intersectionality and white privilege, serve as a useful microcosm for
assessing and understanding the state of third-wave feminist discourse.
Consider the prolific conversations provoked on Twitter by the
"#SolidarityIsForWhiteWomen" hashtag created by Mikki Kendall, where
hundreds of users networked an ongoing conversation explicating feminism's
predominantly white supremacist culture. Twitter user, "sanaa_cue" authored one
such tweet, directly linking feminism's exclusivity with Slutwalk, writing,
"#solidarityisforwhitewomen when i'm expected to support slutwalk but y'all carry
on celebrating the french ban on hijabs and niqabs."
Consequently, having emerged when it did, whether or not anyone
intended it to, Slutwalk Toronto became an immediate emblematic figure of thirdwave debates regarding intersectionality and enduring white supremacy in
feminism. In what follows, I review popular critiques of Slutwalk that problematize
its name and related exclusivity; within these critiques I find an opportunity to
recognize "third-wave" feminism as both advancing and limiting its reflexivity on
issues of intersectionality in feminist practices.
To begin, I examine a pattern of "third wave" feminist critique I describe as
hypercritical, represented in an essay by Chai Shenoy which seeks to deny any
legitimacy to Slutwalk as a feminist activity. By 'hypercritical' I mean excessively
critical, unreasonable argument positions that are impractical to engage with or
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satisfy. Such a hypercritical pattern is indicative of an increasingly popular habit
of rejecting the feminist practices of a person or group when they do not meet a
specific set of "third wave" expectations. Moreover, I argue that this habit
frequently fails to attend to divergent experiences of Slutwalk and flatly ignores
how Slutwalk Toronto, among others, were actually organized.
I take the online essay, "Why I don't care to Slutwalk" as a representative
example because it is remarkably comparable to other popular critiques of
Slutwalk. An overwhelming majority of the essays, blog posts, tweets and
conversations I have analyzed for this project take similar liberties in presuming
how Slutwalk Toronto came to be and how subsequent organizers pursued
building their own versions of the walk in their communities. For example, the
author's argument depends on a definite notion of how Slutwalk Toronto
emerged, one that is factually inaccurate and directly misinforms interpretations
of Slutwalk as a movement. Shenoy's essay also represents a propensity of
feminist writers, especially online, to use "third wave" values to indict Slutwalk as
an inadequately intersectional feminist practice, while contradictorily demanding
a singular, specific reading of its meaning, especially for women of color. Finally,
I find that feminist critics denouncing Slutwalk for claiming to speak "for" Others
tend to do that very same speaking "for" Others to carry their claims, erasing
divergent narratives from women of color on the meaning(s) of Slutwalk and
limiting the intersectional feminist thinking they support.
The author begins her critique on Slutwalk by suggesting that organizers
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failed to properly involve themselves in their communities, she calls on them to
"take time off from work or school and sit in court rooms and hold judges and
juries accountable," and to donate their earnings to existing organizations in their
neighborhoods rather than organize a new, separate initiative such as Slutwalk.
Immediately the author presumes quite a bit about Slutwalk's organizers,
including that they refused to actively participate in established community
projects/resources and that they do not sacrifice enough of their time to their
activism.
After likening Slutwalk to Take Back the Night, arguing that both merely
"preach to the same choir" and that she is "tired of that,” Shenoy calls for
increased community involvement, or "marches in our own backyard." Shenoy's
refusal to grant Slutwalk validity as a "backyard" march opportunely obscures the
fact that all Slutwalks are locally organized by volunteers and that Slutwalk
Toronto organizers specifically sought to support and include existing local
community resources such as the Toronto Rape Crisis Center and Multicultural
Women Against Rape, The White Ribbon Campaign, and a well-respected twospirited leader working on related local issues.
Furthermore, Slutwalks (indeed many local activism events) are typically
organized solely by volunteers who do not have the privilege or financial security
to enact their activism with personal funds. Part of Slutwalk's unique character is
its strategic use of social media to disseminate information and network with
other initiatives free of cost because of the lack of available resources (Jarvis).
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Insisting that a handful of volunteer organizers, many of whom struggle
economically, should take time off work or school in addition to forking over their
wages, is an expression of the "third-wave" fixation with finding no feminist
practice good enough. Such hypercritique indulges in presumptuous thinking in
regard to the intentions and material participation of both organizers and
participants, making little to no effort to consider divergent reasoning,
experiences or meanings. The common assumption expressed in Shenoy's
appraisal, that Slutwalk Toronto's founders were not already actively participating
in their community and that Slutwalk was organized in a detached, privileged
manner, constructs an unfair, inaccurate rendering of the original walk.
A different, even more recognized feminist critique of Slutwalk was
published by Black Women's Blueprint in "An Open Letter from Black Women to
the Slutwalk,” undersigned by hundreds of prominent feminist thinkers of African
descent. In their letter, BWB commend Slutwalk for its primary purpose, wholly
indicting rape culture and victim-blaming, but remain "deeply concerned"
regarding the march's use of the word "slut." The authors assert that as Black
women they have no "privilege to play on" the term [slut] because "it is tied to
notions about our clothed or unclothed bodies as unable to be raped whether on
the auction block, in the fields or on living room television screens.” BWB makes
it clear that it is not just the name Slutwalk that requires critical attention, but the
comfort with which organizers chose it, exemplifying "ways in which mainstream
women’s movements have repeatedly excluded Black women even in spaces
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where our participation is most critical"; the process of naming Slutwalk was
inadequately intersectional. When I asked principal organizer Heather Jarvis to
elaborate on how Slutwalk's name was chosen, she attributed it to fellow
organizer Sonya Barnett's exchange with a coworker:
I think she [Sonya] was talking to a colleague where she worked and
telling the colleague about this [Sanguinetti's comment], and the colleague
went, "what do you mean, what are you gonna call it, like a slutwalk?" and
she texts me and said what do you think of the name Slutwalk? And I said,
perfect, fine, done. He [Sanguinetti] threw this at us, we're going to throw it
right back.
That the name choice unintentionally excluded many women of color is
irrelevant, because, as BWB suggests, if organizers had involved more women of
color in their process the exclusivity and privilege of that name-choice would
likely have been addressed. The problem for BWB, then, is both that organizers
did not reach out and did not recognize the necessity of reaching out to women
of color from the beginning. Although not all of the original Slutwalk Toronto
organizers were white, the thinking that enables the choice of "slut" without
hesitation is made possible by the ignorance afforded by white privilege in a
white supremacist culture rendering the different history of women of color, and
the sexualization of their bodies, invisible. On BWB's objection to Slutwalk's
name, Jarvis replied, "I fucked up, and I try to be accountable for that, I can't take
it away," adding, "if I could go back and change anything it would be to have a
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deeper analysis of the language we used.” Throughout my interviews with
Slutwalk Toronto organizers I witnessed a consistent, reflexive consciousness of
the privilege that named Slutwalk and a desire to redress that choice in ongoing
conversations. By specifically highlighting the ways that Slutwalk's naming
expressed white privilege, BWB's letter clarified how and why women of color
need to be included and leading in the feminist community. The selection of
Slutwalk's name is not the only issue of concern regarding its relationship to third
wave perspectives.
As the feminist blogosphere quickly disseminated BWB's letter, in many
conversations it was presented as a definitive perspective of women of color.
However divergent positions on Slutwalk and its name are clearly articulated by
women of color in myriad ways, receiving far less attention. Here, I include some
of those perspectives to diversify our understanding of how women of color
describe Slutwalk and to suggest that their interpretations rebut the prevailing
notion that Slutwalk can only be meaningful to women with white privilege.
Global Women's Strike, a collectivity of immigrant women, responded to
BWB's letter, arguing that their critique affirms class distances between women,
stating, "They say they ‘do not recognize’ themselves in it, while ignoring many
thousands of us who do" (Women of Colour). Their response continues, "Many
mainstream feminists and journalists (of colour and white) are livid about
SlutWalk, and refuse to support it because they don’t want to identify with those
of us who are often or always identified as “sluts.” Global Women's Strike's
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authors describe a desire and ability to reform the meaning of "slut" because
doing so mobilizes a sense of agency that classism often deprives.
In a recent interview esteemed Black womanist author Alice Walker
responded to the word "slut" and its feminist reclamation, "I’ve always understood
the word “slut” to mean a woman who freely enjoys her own sexuality in any way
she wants to; undisturbed by other people’s wishes for her behavior. Sexual
desire originates in her and is directed by her. In that sense it is a word well
worth retaining. As a poet, I find it has a rich, raunchy, elemental, down to earth
sound, that connects us to something primal, moist, and free." Further, Walker
asserted, "The spontaneous movement that has grown around reclaiming this
word speaks to women’s resistance to having names turned into weapons used
against them" (qtd. in Archer).
Similarly, feminist blogger Crunktastic argues in a post circulated on the
Crunk Feminist Collective and Racialicious websites that it is because Black
women's sexual identity has been historically "deviant, hyper, and excessive" that
"the word slut has not been used to discipline (shame) us into chaste moral
categories, as we have largely been understood to be unable to practice “normal”
and “chaste” sexuality anyway." Crunktastic goes on to describe herself as
"somewhat ambivalent about accusing my white sistren of being racist" in
Slutwalk because "we have come to a point in feminist movement-building where
we need to acknowledge that differing histories necessitate differing strategies."
Far from ignoring the implications of the name, Crunktastic's stance at once
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makes visible the racialized history of the word "slut" by asking white women to
recognize the problematic language and makes space for differing interpretations
of how that history may be experienced to "force an acknowledgement that the
experience of womanhood being defended here–that of white women– is not
universal, but is under attack and worthy of being defended, all the same."
By recognizing the reality of divergent experiences without hierarchically
organizing them or denying the ways white privilege was exercised, Crunktastic's
argument successfully mobilizes "third wave" ideas that resist essentialism and
prioritize intersectionality. To contrast, I next examine Aura Bogado's piece that
champions "third wave" values such as intersectionality, but is so devoted to a
definite vision of what that intersectional feminism should look like that it
becomes hypercritical, overlooking the divergent interpretations and experiences
of women of color who chose to organize and/or participate in their own Slutwalk.
In the widely circulated essay, "SlutWalk: A Stroll Through White
Supremacy,” Aura Bogado gave an assessment of Slutwalk, lambasting the
organizers for not reaching out to black, poor and transgender women. Her
appraisal mobilizes many "third wave" concerns, noting that the systemic
processes victimizing women are supported by white supremacist culture
emphasizing the need for intersectional approaches to change-making. She also
points to the privilege inherent in Slutwalk attempting to communicate with the
Toronto police, because for many communities of color that communication is
accompanied by dangerous risk and fear. On that point Bogado is smartly
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reminding feminists that privilege exists in all public spaces.
Responding to the news that her country of origin, Argentina, may host its
own Slutwalk, Bogado makes a another critique drawing on "third wave"
concerns. She identifies the problematic assumption that women experience the
word "slut" universally and frames Slutwalk's movement into the Global South as
an unwelcomed encroachment by white women. She is rightfully skeptical of a
white-privileged movement "bearing down" on South American women, but
deprives their agency in choosing to organize their own Slutwalk. She asserts:
I do not want white English-speaking Global North women telling Spanishspeaking Global South women to “reclaim” a word that is foreign to our
own vocabulary. To do so would be hegemonic, and would illustrate the
ways in which Global North “feminists” have become a tool of cultural
imperialism.
Bogado is correct to remind us that the word "slut" is not familiar to many
non-English speaking persons, not exactly. But terms akin to "slut" which
demonize, criminalize, shame and ostracize (often female) sexuality are most
certainly familiar to the oppressed. In India, Slutwalk's name was transformed
into "Besharmi Morcha,” or "shameless protest" (Lahiri). In countries like
Argentina, Columbia and Honduras most marches were named la Marcha de las
Putas, or Marcha das Vadias in Brazil. These alternate namings suggest that the
common experience of sexual violence can be important enough to women of
color to come together in international solidarity with a North American
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movement.
Characterizing Slutwalk as a parade of privilege that silences women of
color oversimplifies the complexity of its development, the diversity of its
enactments, the experiences of participants, and the critical reflexivity practiced
by many within the movement. Ironically, it is in Bogado's own post that selfidentified South Asian migrant "Creatrix Tiara" describes feeling erased by the
essay and begs in one of her fourteen comments:
Please PLEASE listen to WoC like myself and a couple of others who are
actively involved in SlutWalk in our areas and have explained many times
why we feel passionate about the cause. In this malarkey we’re being
overlooked here by EVERYONE, no matter what side they take, and
personally I feel that it’s not helping in the “making sure the marginalised
get heard” department – if you really want the marginalised to be heard,
stop engaging with the trolls and engage with us instead!
Although a few other discussants respond sparsely to Tiara's pleas, most
do not, including Bogado herself. Slutwalk Toronto authored a response to the
essay on their Facebook page in a post titled "Slutwalk is NOT all white and not
white supremacy at its finest.” Among other points, the post refutes Bogado's
assertion that the Slutwalk Toronto organizers were all white, that they did not
involve local communities of color, that they are unwilling to educate themselves
further on issues of privilege, concluding by openly inviting any who want to
"share ideas, strategies, constructive criticisms and pragmatic actions" to allow
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Slutwalk to "continue to do better.”
There is a difference between critically examining the ways in which
Slutwalk emerged from a privileged moment and indicting the movement as a
whole as "typical of liberal white women who have never truly listened to begin
with." That difference represents the distance between a productive "third wave"
critique and a hypercritical one. Janell Hobson notes that there are plenty of
"third wave" feminists who seek to regulate women's practices of feminism,
especially women of color. I share Janell Hobson's concern expressed in her
piece on MS Magazine's website, where she asserts, "If feminism becomes yet
another space for the regulation of our differences, rather than an embrace of our
differences, then we have impeded our progressive move forward in our
collective political consciousness."

Between a Rock and a Hypercritical Place
I hope to have shown how some of the feminist perspectives on Slutwalk
productively demonstrate "third wave" criticism, such as BWB's letter, while other
critiques like those of Shenoy and Bogado participate in hypercritical arguments
in which no Slutwalk nor participant is granted legitimate feminist practice. All of
the positions I've reviewed are valuable, but I find that those which accept
divergent perspectives represent more effective "third wave" discourse. I hope to
have also shown that Slutwalks are experienced in diverse ways by women of
color, a diversity that has been obscured by hypercritical arguments that do not
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recognize it. Perhaps the enduring intensity of Slutwalk as feminist controversy
attests to its resonating power and usefulness as a microcosm for feminist
issues. Exploring feminists' concerns on Slutwalk's name and as a popular
feminist organizing initiative, one that has been both successful and failed in
including women of color, reveals that "third wave" feminist dialogues are
contentious, diverse and, at times, hypercritical. Moving forward, feminists
interested in Slutwalk ought take the time to listen to the divergent testimonies of
women of color, to examine the actual ways Slutwalks are organized, and to
generally make efforts to not collapse its potential meanings. If we cannot do so
our conversations will fall between a rock and a hypercritical place, where the
feminist movement is stagnated by narrow and overly regulated feminist
expectations of what constitutes legitimate feminist practice. Examining how
community organizers actually do and do not employ intersectionality in their
activism advances publicly engaged scholarship seeking to improve
emancipatory activist practices.
Therefore, the next portion of this chapter reviews the different ways two
groups of feminist activists organized “Slutwalk” protest marches in their local
communities. While one group, Slutwalk Toronto, demonstrates an effectively
intersectional civic action, the other, Slutwalk Minneapolis, shows how a passive
approach to intersectionality fosters community exclusion. The chapter concludes
by suggesting that “active” intersectional organizing, as evidenced by Slutwalk
Toronto, is an engaged, intentional process that explicitly foregrounds and values
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the breadths and depths of perspectives within feminist social groups.
Furthermore Slutwalk Toronto willingly held identity differences in productive
tension with one another at multiple levels throughout the organizing process.

A Comparison of Two Slutwalks
Every Slutwalk is initiated, organized, and funded independently. Most
walks include a mission statement denouncing rape culture and working to
challenge mindsets and stereotypes of victim blaming and slut-shaming around
sexual violence. Walks also tend to include community-specific outcomes, such
as Slutwalk Toronto’s three requests to their local police organization:
1. Restructure police training and education (training for staff and
outreach education for community) within the next 2 years to include
non-discriminatory language, increased understanding of experiences
of marginalization and oppression, and practices and protocols that
support victims and survivors of sexual assault.
2. Using existing third party reviews and recommendations of police
training/education for police,
3. Increased outreach and educational programs for the public in the next
2 years around sexual assault and informed consent, focusing on ‘rape
myths’ and stereotypes (around perceived understandings of how
assault/rape happens).
Many cities’ Slutwalk organizers are unfamiliar with one another and have
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never spoken or met the original Slutwalk Toronto founders. Accordingly it is
erroneous, although common, to describe Slutwalks as a monolithic movement,
even regarding multiple walks in a single state like California, or nation like the
United States, but especially as a transnational phenomenon. Despite many
characterizations of Slutwalk as a headquartered movement with a consistent
mission, the differences between Slutwalks are as varied as feminists and
communities themselves. When I compare Slutwalk Toronto with Slutwalk
Minneapolis, I am comparing two versions of the same project, but also the
earnestly different ways in which each group of feminist activists organized their
local protests.
As a doctoral student long invested in social movement and feminist
theories, Slutwalk intrigued me from the first moment I encountered narratives
and photos, via tumblr, from participants in various cities. I searched for signs of
a Slutwalk within my own community and quickly discovered Slutwalk
Minneapolis’s website and schedule. I attended and wrote about my experience
on my personal blog, excerpted below:
Since I was alone I was able to reposition myself in the stream of walkers
several times. I walked for a long time next to a young man with a shirt
that read, “I was 12,” along with a sign reading “I begged for it to stop.”
Later, I passed an older woman whose chest declared, “I was 7.” Through
tumblr I encounter a fair share of SlutWalk imagery and discourse, but I
had not expected to see so many survivors, staking their experience
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openly, bravely, on their bodies. A young woman pinned a sign to her
(unremarkable) shirt, reading, “This is what I was wearing when he raped
me.” These messages affected me most of all.
(Rhetoricqueline, 2011)
To my surprise, the next day I received the following comment on my post from
the lead Slutwalk Minneapolis organizer, Kim:
This was such a GREAT article! Thanks so much for being there….I’m
glad you were there. . .we’re all about inclusivity, right? I hope you will
Walk with us next year….and come to some upcoming Events…it takes
people like you and me and everyone else who is willing to stand up and
protest the Rape Culture and the victim blaming to make a
change…(Rhetoricqueline, 2011)
Reading Kim’s supportive message motivated me to contact her directly
and pursue permission to closely observe Slutwalk Minneapolis’s organizing
process over the next year,12 culminating in Slutwalk Minneapolis 2012.

12

Regarding IRB, I met with faculty and exchanged emails with an IRB contact
and found the research work to be exempt if I worked within the territory
of Public events and personas, and did not ask participants any questions
regarding their personal experiences (especially avoiding potentially triggering
subject matter), instead focusing on organizing strategies and public discourses.
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Images of Slutwalk Minneapolis 2012, photos taken by the author

Slutwalk Minneapolis
Over the next two weeks I arranged a meeting with Kim, which ended up
taking place at a coffee shop thirty minutes outside of Minneapolis, where she
lived. At the time it did not occur to me that such a distance might be meaningful,
but I now recognize that it partly expresses a disengagement from the local
community that I would later observe over and over. After our meeting and a
thorough vetting of my intentions, Kim assigned me to the role of “Campus
Outreach Coordinator,” welcoming my attendance and fervent note taking at
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organizing meetings, of which there’d be few.
Throughout the summer there were sporadic meetings organized via
unidirectional emails to existing organizers for Slutwalk Minneapolis. On average,
seven to nine people attended, sitting in the back community room at a local
coffee and gelato shop that seemed familiar to those there. With no spare
seating, I sat on the floor and mapped the room, noting that it could not have
easily accommodated individuals with limited physical mobility. Aside from
myself, no one took notes, and discussion was driven by a sparse agenda
provided by Kim. In contrast to Slutwalk Toronto’s all-female organizers, Slutwalk
Minneapolis’s meetings featured three men, one of who was the head organizer’s
close friend. My records consistently remark upon the heavy-handedness of Kim
and her friend Nick’s influence on the meeting’s topics, organization, scheduling,
and decision-making.
The more I observed, the clearer it became that the foremost priority for
that year’s walk was increasing the number of attendees and finding ways to
generate income. Organizers worried that the attendance from the year prior,
approximately 500 people, would not be matched, as they anticipated 200
participants. Beyond growing attendance to increase the walk’s visibility,
organizers sought to recruit “membership” subscriptions requiring membership
fees and increasing sales of merchandise to produce income. The goal of raising
more funds was repeatedly discussed, though the subject of how income might
be spent was not broached. Slutwalk Minneapolis’s webpage features several
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“Donation” prompts, a “Merchandise” section selling T-Shirts and a “Wish List”
page that requests volunteers for various tasks and purchases.13
When discussing building stronger relationships with potential allies in the
community, several participants suggested reaching out to a particularly
reputable local nonprofit focused on counseling and advocating for survivors of
sexual violence and abuse. I observed the following conversation regarding
involving that organization:
Participant: “I can try to meet them on [these] days?”
Kim: “I can’t meet then.”
Nick: “Fuck them.”
That was the entirety of the exchange, the collective suggestion not only
rejected, but also flippantly disregarded. During a later organizing meeting the
lead organizers added an interest in “trying to build stronger allies within the
community, but it probably won’t happen until after the walk.” I suspect that
sentiment proved at least partly true, because every possible ally organization
mentioned was nonexistent during the walk and I heard nothing of follow ups of
any kind. Currently Slutwalk Minneapolis’ webpage lists one local shelter as a
local resource for survivors and victims of domestic abuse and sexual violence
(Slutwalk Minneapolis).
Most ideas presented by other volunteers were dismissed or scorned
outright. This began with suggestions to better employ social media to reach the
13

In comparison, Slutwalk Toronto’s webpage has one Donate button, no merchandise
for sale, and no Wish List.
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community more broadly. Whenever the subject of social media arose it’d quickly
be characterized as “a distraction” or “an electronic thing that’s getting harder
and harder,” or, anecdotally, a thing “I fucking hate right now.” When one
volunteer suggested not underestimating social media tools, and several
individuals in attendance nodded in passionate agreement, Nick groaned, “we’ve
mined out the social media angle,” and my notes concluded: “the idea didn’t
grow.” Toward the end of that same meeting Kim openly asked the group,
“Anything else?” A young transgender woman named Amelia,14 a particularly
active volunteer, shared that she’d felt excluded in the decision making process:
Amelia: “I don’t always know how to fit this in, but, we didn’t reach out
enough to male victims. I don’t know where to fit this in but I really wanted to
bring it up tonight.”
Kim: “Survivors.”
Amelia: “We need to make it more open for people to participate.”
Participant: “Maybe a more inclusive message for all people…”
Kim: “We do stress to not focus on female victims like other Slutwalks.”
Amelia: “But we stress “my dress isn’t a yes” and what does that mean for
men? Let’s make them know they’re welcome too. I have a lot of ideas.”
Kim: “Let’s table it until after the walk.”
This exchange was rare, in that Kim was not often challenged at all. The
room felt uneasy, and Kim’s tone defensive. Amelia walked outside and did not

14

Name has been changed to protect the privacy of the participant.
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return to the meeting that evening. When it was over, I noticed her smoking a
cigarette nearby and approached to ask how she felt about what had just
occurred. Her voice hesitant and eyes tearful, she expressed frustration with the
process and feeling overlooked. After that evening I frequently noted Amelia’s
distance from Kim and the organizing group; she was energetic with other
volunteers and led many chants during the walk, but did not make any other
suggestions during meetings.

Amelia, 2012, photo taken by the author

During one of the last meetings another participant stepped outside of
business as usual and approached the importance of race, commenting that
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“given that Slutwalk has had to deal with racial issues --” she was immediately
cut off by Kim, who objected, “We want to try to totally avoid that.” Another
participant added, “we did have those issues last year but it’s glossed over
quickly,” while another rebutted, “but that makes it look like a white woman’s
walk” followed by silence. Later, during a follow-up interview, I asked Kim if she
had ever intentionally reached out to community groups focused on racial justice.
Her response took only two lines in my notebook: “I tried once, they were very
critical, they can come to us if they want to, it’s up to them.” Her tone was worse
than indifferent, it was annoyed and hostile; I did not push further. What I did not
know then was that Kim had published two posts on the official Slutwalk
Minneapolis blog on the subject of White Supremacy issues in the Slutwalk
movement about a year prior, which I find quite revealing. The first, “White
Supremacy and the Walk…” wonders:
Where is that White Supremacy? Would it have made it any better if it
were a group of black/hispanic/asian women who banded together and
started the SlutWalk? And how so? Would these people who have written
about White Supremacy have raised a ruckus if the SlutWalk were for
people of colour only? Or would they have been upset if someone pointed
out that it was reverse discrimination? (Sherva, May 18, 2011)
Eight days later Kim authored a follow-up post on the Slutwalk Minneapolis blog
in a piece titled “Round Two! *ding ding*”:
Again, attention has been called to the white privilege of the SlutWalks
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and how the people who are organizing these Walks are not taking People
of Colour’s thoughts and feelings seriously. Really?
*deep breath*
Hi, my name is Kimberia, and I am a Person of Colour. I am KoreanAmerican (yes, there IS a difference there), and have experienced the
racism and prejudice People of Colour (hereto known as P of C) go
through. It’s not been fun.
Funny enough, I don’t see these P of C talking about the sex industry
workers or the prostitutes (a fair number who are P of C, themselves). I
don’t see these P of C talking about the physically and mentally
handicapped who are also especially vulnerable to sexual assault/rape.
And how about the elderly?
In addition to that, none of these P of C acknowledge that we want to
shine a spotlight on the horrendous statistics within the different racial
communities and work WITH THEM to do something about it.
Non inclusiveness? Ridiculous. Divisiveness? Ridiculous. (Sherva, May
26, 2011)
These comments are a clear expression of hostility, resistence to critique,
an absence of awareness about how local racial justice projects are actually
working diligently across the Twin Cities and addressing every single one of the
issues she names, and an ironic call for increased intersectional work whilst
indicting local people of color for not being “fun” to organize with. This is passive
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intersectionality, this is what happens when feminist interventions and activities
do not explicitly vertically integrate diversity in their organizing work. This is white
supremacist feminism in action.
The march did a much better job prioritizing GLBT*QIA identities, and
specifically uplifted female trans* people, who experience sexual violence in
sobering frequency,15 such efforts are deserving of some recognition rather than
whole condemnation. However, prioritizing GLBT*QIA communities has never
come at the necessary expense of excluding race, class, or ability. There is no
acceptable explanation for the overwhelming whiteness of Slutwalk Minneapolis.
Slutwalk Minneapolis was organized by a handful of nonstudent activists
who pursued a much narrower agenda grounded in their personal experiences
(for example, Kim identifies as a queer survivor), rather than an intentionally
intersectional feminist approach committed to community collaboration. Not only
did Kim, as the leader, suppress the voices of other organizers and ally
organizations, her unwillingness to engage in social media conversations
suppressed the possibility for the community’s voice to be heard or even
acknowledged through accessible platforms.

15

Some research indicates that one in two transgender individuals are sexually
abused or assaulted at some point in their lives (Kenagy, 2005; Kenagy &
Bostwick, 2005). Other studies estimate that 64-66% of trans* individuals
experience sexual violence (Grant, Mottet & Tanis, 2011). Furthermore, LGBTQ
groups report levels of sexual violence at rates equal to or higher than those of
heterosexuals, and bisexual women are significantly disproportionately impacted
by sexual violence (NISVS, 2010).
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Ultimately Slutwalk Minneapolis did not sincerely attempt to engage local
communities of color, or impoverished neighborhoods, or existing community
organizations and resources. In my observation of the walk itself, attended by
just over two hundred people, I counted two Black women, amounting to 1% in a
community where 19% of residents are African American (State and County,
2014). The failure on Slutwalk Minneapolis’ part is not just in the unequal power
balances or exclusion of more diverse and intersectional persons, but in the
absence of an intentioned, committed, reflexive process.16
The consequences of Slutwalk Minneapolis’s failure as an intersectional
activist project include further marginalizing the Twin Cities’ women of color,
further entrenching religious, racial, ethnic, and cultural minority groups’ distrust
of purportedly feminist projects that end up functionally excluding intersectional
identities, and literally having no local material impact. There were no demands
made of local universities to better support survivors of sexual assault, there
were no demands of increased police accountability, or policy reform, or
improved criminal justice processes, no direct messaging or engagement with
local media outlets, and no efforts made to advance community outreach and
educational programming. There was no sincere effort made to include diverse
participants representative of the community other than those on the LGBT*QIA
16

After observing and writing about Slutwalk Minneapolis, I reached out to the
organizers (Kim and Nick) to follow up regarding observations and suggestions,
but received no response, and when I encountered them at a local Pride event
this past year they did not recognize me and expressed no interest in hearing
about the work.
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spectrum. In all of these ways, Slutwalk Minneapolis was inadequately
intersectional and therefore inadequately feminist. The lone call to action of the
walk was to vote “No” on two pieces of legislation, the Marriage Amendment Act
and Voter ID amendment proposed for the state constitution to require voters to
present a photo ID at the polls in order to be able to vote. Although well intended
and just, prioritizing a call to vote against problematic legislation that does not
directly relate to the issues of Slutwalk is a failure of Slutwalk Minneapolis as a
feminist intervention.
My experiences with Slutwalk Minneapolis stirred a curiosity in me about
Slutwalk Toronto’s founders and how they approached organizing within their
community. I’d read plenty of criticisms of Slutwalk as a bourgeoisie white
feminist movement and wanted to actually meet the women who started the first
march, to discover firsthand their intentions and thoughts about intersectional
activism.17

Slutwalk Toronto
After securing enough funding to pay for airfare and lodging for three
days, I traveled to Toronto to interview as many of the Slutwalk Toronto
organizers as I could. When emailing didn’t work, I reached out on Twitter to the

17

When none of the listed public relations representatives of the originating
Slutwalk group would respond to my emails, I decided to locate the primary
public Slutwalk account and send a few direct (@) tweets. I was responded to
within a day and in contact via email shortly thereafter. I owe Twitter for that.
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names I knew. In the end, Twitter helped me coordinate just as many interviews
as emailing. Since there weren’t organizing meetings during my trip and I was
less familiar with the local community, I focused my questions on how past
Slutwalk Toronto marches had been developed, what changes had occurred if
any to those processes, reactions to criticism, and how organizers had or had not
involved other community groups.
What I learned first was that despite considerable criticism that presumes
otherwise the first Slutwalk in Toronto, Canada was not organized by only
bourgeois straight white women, or even feminist-identified persons. In fact, the
original Slutwalk founders (of which there are five) included two women of color,
at least two queer-identified women, several of whom earned annual incomes
placing them below the poverty line. Uniquely, lead organizer Heather Jarvis
resists classification as a feminist because she is uncomfortable aligning herself
with a movement that empowers primarily white, western women. Another
founding organizer, Alyssa Teekah, identifies as “queer, brown (mixed South
Asian roots), fat woman with middle class privilege” (Teekah, 2015, p.33). When I
asked about the composition of participants, Jarvis responded with an
enthusiasm that suggested she’d been hoping I’d ask:
There were men, there were women, there were people whose gender I'm
not going to try to assign, there were people who were outwardly
identifying as trans, as sex workers, and people of color, and indigenous
groups, and mothers groups and I mean it was everybody you could
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imagine. (Jarvis, 2013)
Mischaracterizing Slutwalk Toronto’s original organizers and the demographics
across participants is not the only common mistaken assumption influencing
feminist debates on Slutwalk. As the creators of Slutwalk, the original organizers
fell under a heavy and constant barrage of criticism, much of which rested on
mistaken assumptions. I’ve already noted that the organizers were themselves
somewhat diverse in race, sexual identity, feminist identity, and class positions.
Another erroneous assumption about Slutwalk Toronto is that organizers did not
attempt to coordinate with existing community resources focused on sexual
violence. Slutwalk Toronto worked with the White Ribbon Campaign, a local
program focused on teaching men and boys about fighting violence against
women, as well as the Toronto Rape Crisis Center, also known as the
Multicultural Women Against Rape (Jarvis, 2013). Reaching out to local groups
and individuals whose diversities reflect the community alone is not intersectional
activism. The next step is to empower and integrate those groups and individuals
in the organizing process early on and being responsive to critical feedback.
Slutwalk Toronto’s intersectionality is reflected not only in its mission
statement but its organizers’ willingness to renegotiate that mission statement’s
application based on community feedback. When participants voiced concerns,
in meetings and social media spaces, about including Toronto police reform or
training in the march’s goals, the organizers listened. In subsequent Slutwalk
Toronto marches the walk’s destination has changed from the Toronto police
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headquarters to walks that traverse the community in different ways. Slutwalk
Toronto also took greater efforts to build allies in the community, especially with
existing resources. Jarvis explained:
The one thing that we did do was work towards ally-ships through, in our
own ways we all had our own connections, some more strong in Toronto in
certain rounds (more student associated or not), I knew a lot of places like
Womens Resource Centers, Women in Trans Centers, um, non-profits, people
that we thought.. we did a lot of outreach saying "This is who we are, we're
inviting you to come, if you'd like to stand with us as an ally just let us know" that
happened a lot. We contacted a lot of people, some of whom got back
enthusiastically some of whom didn't, some of whom we've built relationships
with since. (2013).
Furthermore, Slutwalk Toronto’s event speakers have recently included
Monica Forrester, “a 2-spirit, black, queer, Trans-femme, radical, sexworker, and
activist,” Blu Waters, a grandmother and member of the Metis nation of Ontario
of the Cree/Métis/Micmac-Wolf Clan, Jeff Perera of the White Ribbon Campaign,
known for “men working towards re-imagining masculinity and inspiring men,
young men, boys and male- identified people to help end gender-based
violence,” Akio Maroon, who identifies as “Black, queer, mother, activist, and sex
positive educator,” and Kira Andry, a “agender, queer, mixed, activist and
student,” among several others (#SWTO2014). If an assemblage of such diverse
identities speaking about their communities’ experiences is not sufficiently (if
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imperfect) intersectional community activism, I am not sure what is. The point is
not that diverse identities were merely physically present (although there is
significance in that presence), but that they informed the organizing process itself
and were empowered to shape the walk’s goals, dialoguing language choices
with organizers, revising the outcome-goals of the walk to better address
Toronto’s patriarchal policing of sexual violence and treatment of victims.
Organizers asserted, “As the city’s major protective service, the Toronto Police
have perpetuated the myth and stereotype of ‘the slut’, and in doing so have
failed us” (Barnett, 2011). Accordingly Slutwalk Toronto’s first outcome-goals
focused heavily on police training reform.
Although the Toronto Police did promise to increase and improve police
training and education on sexual assault issues, many members of the
community felt that these demands were misplaced because of a longstanding
history of distrust between the police and the community, especially on the
subject of sexual violence against women. Accordingly the walk’s goals have
evolved in response to community feedback, driven from the ground up. One
testament to Slutwalk Toronto’s organizers dedication to listening to the
community is the creation of the International Day Against Victim Blaming, a
project seeking to “speak out against the intersections of discrimination and
shaming that survivors face as women who were 'asking for it', people who were
drunk, as trans* people and queers, as sex workers, as prisoners, as migrants,
as people of colour, as people living with disabilities, as men, as children, etc.”
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(International, 2015).
After reflecting on the divisiveness of Slutwalk’s naming and reassessing
community goals, principle organizer Heather Jarvis left the organization and
focused on founding the first International Day Against Victim Blaming only one
year later, on April 3rd 2012, the anniversary of the first Slutwalk. Slutwalk
Toronto’s organizers, however problematic, have consistently practiced
reflexivity, transparency, listening, and adjustment. These practices may be
required for effective, just intersectional activism. In addition to recognizing,
valuing, involving, and empowering intersectional voices, intersectional activism
depends on commitment to a kind of changeability. The values motivating
individual organizers and promoting solidarity must be versatile if they are to
psychologically and materially enable transformation. Slutwalk Toronto can serve
as a good example of intersectional activism, primarily in their organizing
approach, openness to critique, and revision of the movement's 'mission' to
better practice intersectionality and acknowledge the unique ways women of
color experience sexual violence. Finally, the sheer volume of conversation,
increased awareness, and viral growth of the Slutwalk movement is deserving of
some honor as a feminist intervention. Because of the young feminists who
organized the first Slutwalk ever, there have been over two hundred cities where
other activists organized Slutwalks to address sexual violence in their own
communities and cultures, including cities across North America, Europe, Latin
America, and Asia, with particularly vibrant walks in Colombia, Brazil, and India.
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Active Intersectionality
Moving forward, scholarship on intersectional activism, civic engagement
projects, and public sphere rhetoric, may benefit from differentiating between
passive and active intersectionality. Next I review one argumentative or
discursive habit I observed in feminist critiques of Slutwalk’s intersectionality that
permeates much of contemporary, usually white, feminist organizing and related
discussion. This habit is one of passive intersectionality. In the first (and currently
only) academic anthology on Slutwalk, 'This is what a Feminist Slut looks like':
Perspectives on the Slutwalk Movement (2015), more than half of the scholarly
chapters cite and discuss an BWB’s open letter to Slutwalk in which they, as
previously described, critique Slutwalk and its organizers for choosing a name
with the term ‘slut’ in it, a term that is experienced differently by women of color
historically and currently. The letter is leveraged, often somewhat ignorantly, as
an encompassing example of Black feminism’s take on Slutwalk, freeing an
author from needing to engage Slutwalk’s racism. Across academic and popular
feminist conversations, the letter is repeatedly positioned and utilized as the
foremost substantive critique of Slutwalk as a white feminist project.
The problems with this pattern are at least threefold. First, white feminists
tend to begin and end their interrogation of whiteness in Slutwalk with the letter.
That tendency implies haphazard anti-racist praxis, but also results in
perpetuating the next two issues. Second, the letter is used to paint Black
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feminist criticism with one broad brushstroke, dissolving the many differing
perspectives within that critical frame. That brushstroke is, in turn, often used to
taper Black feminisms from many to one, and portray other racial identities’ (such
as Native American women who experience tremendously disproportionate
sexual violence) exclusion from Slutwalk without much nuance. That being said, I
have not encountered any discourse from women of color that fully rejects the
racialization of the word Slut. Instead, I have found much disagreement on what
to do about that racialization in organizing and conversation.
Although Black Women’s Blueprint does not find reclaiming Slut useful,
other women of color do; it is either ignorant or dishonest to describe the myriad
meanings women of color have ascribed to Slutwalk as singular (Schiappa,
2015). For example in Toronto, a group of queer identified Black women in
Toronto thought that Slutwalk should rename the walk to Take Back the Slut,
pulling on a Toronto-based protest that had happened a couple of years earlier.
Upon listening to and later speaking with BWB, Heather Jarvis commented:
Having a certain kind of privilege to access certain language and be under
certain labels without the same consequences, that's a very, very important
criticism. However many people, many women of color in Toronto had already
identified as sluts. It's really difficult to say we can't just take your advice, and say
we're going to do exactly what you people from New York telling us in Canada,
Toronto -- no, we're going to root in our cities and communities. (Jarvis, 2013)
Unfortunately, the habit of employing a popular intersectional critique as
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definitive, thus both collapsing diverse opinions within feminist social groups and
excusing oneself from deeper interrogation, traverses many subjects. It is a habit
of purportedly intersectional praxis that Slutwalk Toronto organizer Alyssa
Teekah describes as “ironic—so static that we can fail to see fluidity and
diversity,” where only the “most bombastic critique is king” (2015, p.32).
Third, the persistent patterned uses of the letter have resulted in
arguments about Slutwalk’s intersectionality that work from an “all or nothing”
place. In her essay Feminism Forged through Trauma: Call-Out Culture and
Slutwalk, Teekah (2015) writes about her experience with “call-out culture” as a
Slutwalk Toronto organizer, or with “the way current, heavily Internet-based
feminism can turn into a process of publicly shaming people for not enacting the
most “foolproof” politics (p.31). Here a helpful delineation is made: intersectional
activism is not the same as foolproof activism. She goes further to describe her
experience with hypercriticism as “an unwanted child of intersectionality theory”
(p.32). It’s somewhat fair to measure the intersectionality of a movement or civic
activity by the presence and involvement of diversely identified persons. That,
however, is clearly not a sufficient metric alone and is too often a mechanism of
dismissal. Perhaps a better measure is to assess whether or not a civic project is
actively intersectional.
Intersectional activism already demands a recognition and prioritization of
race, class, sexual orientation, age, and ability, in addition to gender. Active
intersectionality is an engaged, intentioned process that foregrounds the
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breadths and depths of perspectives within feminist social groups and willingly
holds them in a productive tension with one another at multiple levels. At the
minimum, these levels include the imagination/creation and actual organization
processes.
An actively intersectional project would make sustained efforts to
understand the implications of its work in relation to diverse identities and
multiplied oppressions; it would be intersectional at the level of imagination. If
organizers are not already representing the diversity in their community, this will
almost always consist of reaching out to local resources and organizations run by
and for women of color, people in poverty, and groups of diverse abilities and
ages. Such efforts must include sufficient outreach and listening before or while
physical organizing occurs so that the process is intersectional from the very
beginning. If Slutwalk Toronto’s organizers had first asked local groups what they
thought of the march’s name, they may have gained invaluable insights about the
ways in which the word Slut is racialized, changed the name, or added
statements clarifying their choice. If most conversations ended in support of the
name Slutwalk, if most outreach concluded that the name reflected the
community’s anger too, then that’d have been a reasonable rebuttal to some of
the criticism that later invalidated their good work for many potential allies.
Where the first level consists of outreach and listening, the second
consists of actually including and empowering community members who are also
interested and invested in the work. Actively intersectional activism is
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intersectional at the level of organizing and production. Slutwalk Toronto failed on
the first level but was much better at the second, coordinating the walk alongside
existing community resources and adding organizers with diverse social
locations. Slutwalk Minneapolis’s head organizers may have recruited
intersectional leadership but they did not actually empower others in any
meaningful sense. Organizers shut down a student’s concerns about a lack of
focus on campus rape, for example, by simply not recognizing the concern as
valid. The student’s presence in the organizing meetings had no effect
whatsoever on the process itself. Inclusion must occur in earnest at the level of
imagination and the level of membership.
This is not to suggest that all feminist perspectives need equally
accommodate one another, because they already do not and frequently cannot
when it comes to actually organizing protest or community events. In practice,
intersectional organizing presents endless challenges, as it likely should.
Feminist organizers in a community with an active trans* population, for instance,
should not headline or even officially recognize a trans-exclusive radical feminist
(TERF18) group at an event. They might, however, set aside time and space for
participants to dialogue and construct boundaries regarding the presence of
TERFs in their activist community.
18

TERF is an acronym used to name and describe (often against but not within)
Trans-Exclusionary Radical Feminism, or a branch of radical feminism claiming
that trans* people, especially women, are not “real” women who rightly be
included in feminism. TERF arguments frequently rely on biological determinism
and reflect transphobia. A related radical feminist subgroup is Sex Worker
Exclusionary Radical Feminism, or SWERF.
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Looking back while moving forward, I want to emphasize why active
intersectionality matters and how I came to understand its necessity. In the case
of researching activism, where protest marches and other physical and material
elements shape the actual work at hand, strategic contemplation is even more
relevant and valuable. Strategic contemplation is a means for understanding how
our sense of self and embodied experiences in physical places (such as
attending organizing meetings in a coffee shop in Minneapolis, or interviewing an
organizer on the campus where Slutwalk originated), impact scholarly
discoveries. The physical, psychological, and emotional experiences I have
encountered through my research on Slutwalk warrant critical reflection as a part
of the research process itself. For example, when I attended Slutwalk
Minneapolis organizing sessions, much of what my notes reflect are the
expressions on participants’ faces, whether or not an idea was supported in
nonverbal ways (head nodding or shaking), the shifting mood of the space as
conversations unfolded, and how the visibility of my note-taking influenced the
formality of discussion. This is evidence of why these practices should, as
Royster and Kirsch recommend, “be brought out of the shadows and highlighted
as important and empowering aspects of the research process (86).
When I came across a participant, Amelia, crying outside after a meeting, I
had to balance professional distance with a naturally empathic urge to support
her, a woman who had been hurt and diminished in a space that ought have
been securing for her. That experience revealed to me, as a researcher and
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feminist activist, how important it truly is to practice active intersectionality in
feminist interventions. When organizers performed passive intersectionality,
when they invited diverse bodies but did not value or listen to what those bodies
had to say, they effectively marginalized people. If a feminist intervention such as
Slutwalk, through poor feminist praxis on the part of leaders, actually serves to
further marginalize groups or individuals who are already oppressed, then it is a
moral failure. I come to such understandings in part through strategic
contemplation, because such “incidents, actions, circumstances, conditions, and
experiences endow our sense of being, inform the ways in which we see and
interpret events” (Royster & Kirsch, 2012, p.94).
My observations, interviews, and participation in the Slutwalk marches
eventually drew my attention more toward the attendees and how organizing
strategies impacted their experiences. From there, I have gained clarity about
what active intersectionality can or should look like and why it matters as a
subject in feminist scholarship. Moving forward, effective feminist interventions,
ones that sincerely engage, value, respond, and empower intersectional
identities throughout the stages of organizing, will improve lives and
communities. Interventions or movements that do not practice active
intersectionality will continue to marginalize and disempower historically
underrepresented groups, the very same groups third wave feminism purportedly
seeks to uplift. And these are not trivial matters, for women are still
disproportionately victims of violence, especially sexual violence, and are then
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rendered virtually helpless by patriarchal social and criminal justice systems.
This is even truer for women with lower socioeconomic statuses, who are
estimated to be at risk for violence at a rate four times higher than those with
higher socioeconomic statuses (Violence, 2016). Similarly, women of color are at
a higher risk of being victims of violence, sexual violence, domestic abuse, and
tend to report rape at lower rates (Olive, 2012). Beyond being at greater risk of
experiencing violence, research also suggests that women of color experience
sexual violence and resulting traumas differently from their white counterparts,
which necessitates different forms of care and support (Olive, 2012). Therefore
without including the voices of women of color in organizing a Slutwalk, for
instance, there is increased likelihood that the walk and its goals will not rightly
reflect the unique needs of diverse community members.
In making feminism’s contributions more intelligible to public sphere
rhetorical scholarship, especially those invested in understanding activism, I
suggest increasing attention to the concept and practice of intersectionality.
Actively intersectional activism is grounded in communities, listening, and
material outcomes for those who are intersectionally oppressed and in immediate
need of civic agency and transformation. Slutwalk is a movement focused on
rejecting rape culture and sexual violence, on empowering survivors and
displacing victim-blaming narratives, issues that impact women of color, poor
women, and disabled women at disproportionate rates, necessitating an
intersectional approach. But any feminist organizing activity would be enriched
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through dedication to intersectionality, and this requires involving diversity in
imagining a project and executing that project, with an earnest willingness to
empower participants and adapt over time. From Slutwalk Minneapolis we might
gain insight into the limitations of not doing so, where the result is an exclusive,
distant expression of a few; whereas Slutwalk Toronto offers an example of how
including the voices of the many sustain a movement’s visibility, impact, and
intersectionality.
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CHAPTER FOUR: POLITICAL BLACK TWITTER AND MULTIMODAL
DISCOURSE
Black Twitter
On Twitter’s 10 year anniversary, one of Black Lives Matter’s foremost
activists and defender of Twitter, DeRay McKesson (pictured below in an image
from The New York Times), asserted “What Twitter has done, specifically for
traditionally marginalized and underrepresented communities, has redefined the
public sphere. When I think about Missouri, people would’ve convinced you that
we just did not exist in August 2014. Twitter was where the links were shared. It
was where the images were shared. Literally, when people were told what was
happening, it galvanized the nation” (Rogers & Victor, 2016).

Since the proliferation of networked conversations using hashtags, many
hundreds of relevant social and political subjects have been dialogued through
trending topics created and sustained by

Black Twitter. These hashtags range
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broadly with varying relationships between content and purpose. Typical hashtag
content focuses on Black culture and humor (#BlackPlotTwists,
#RachelsMixtape, #GrowingUpBlack), popular culture (#PopeBars), television
(#HTGAWM, #RHOA, #BET), news events and especially news critiques
(#CNNBeLike, #ABCReports, #DonLemonOn), sports (#Seahawks, #NBAFinals,
#Wimbledon), politics (#HB15, #PrimaryResults), viral topics (#AllLionsMatter),
social issues (#YouOKSis, #OscarsSoWhite), Twitter itself (#BlackTwitter,
#BlackTwitterBeLike), and activism (#IfIDieInPoliceCustody, #WeWillShootBack),
and so on. The purposes of hashtags are as diverse as their subjects, ranging
from plainly comedic to dedicated to a specific policy discussion, sometimes
simultaneously both. Many hashtags exhibit patterned community-awareness in
their self-referential and context-dependent meanings (#IfIDieInPoliceCustody).

Political Black Twitter
In July of 2013, while grieving the loss of Trayvon Martin and the nonguilty verdict of his shooter, George Zimmerman, Patricia Cullors went online in
search of support. She would later describe this pursuit to NBC News as “just
desperately trying to figure out how to deal with my grief and my anger,” (Chuck,
2015). As she scrolled through myriad messages on Twitter and Facebook she
came across the phrase “Black Lives Matter,” written in a post by her friend Alicia
Garza. The expression resonated with both Cullors and Garza throughout their
discussions. Later, Cullors added a hashtag symbol (#) in front of the slogan and
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proposed using it as a way to brand an organized movement both on and offline.
Later Opal Tometi joined Cullors and Garza to form the originating triad of Black
Lives Matter organizers.
The hashtag #BlackLivesMatter peaked on Twitter on November 24th,
2014, the day that a grand jury elected not to indict police officer Darren Wilson
for the shooting of Michael Brown in Ferguson, Missouri. However the phrase
and hashtag #BlackLivesMatter first gained popularity when the shooter of
Trayvon Martin, George Zimmerman, was acquitted. Second only to
#JeSuisParis, #BlackLivesMatter was the most popular hashtag in 2015
(Henderson, 2015). The Washington Post estimates that #BlackLivesMatter has
already been used 12,00,000 times as of March in 2016 and lists #Ferguson as
the most influential hashtag reaching 27,200,000 uses (Sichynsky, 2016).
Primarily sustained by the PBT’s use of hashtag campaigns, recent
racialized events spurred immense public discourse on Black experiences in
contemporary America. This is especially the case with the deaths of Trayvon
Martin, Michael Brown, and the broader #BlackLivesMatter movement. I review
Black Twitter’s hashtag campaigns regarding each of these events and
demonstrate how their efforts constitute contemporary social activism in a digital
age.
The deaths of two Black teenagers, Trayvon Martin in 2012 and Michael
Brown in 2014 provoked conversations about the absence of justice for Black
victims, racially biased media coverage, cultural criminalization of Black bodies
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and the hyper-militarization of police in the United States. In reaction to both
killings, Twitter communities consisting primarily of Black citizens launched
several viral hashtags that garnered substantial attention from the public and
media. These hashtag campaigns effectively situate the violence in Ferguson in
a context of an intensely racist culture, testifying Black experiences and
rehumanizing the victim(s) amidst biased media representations and public
conversations. These campaigns also create a discursive space in which users
articulated their outrage and grief in solidarity.
Kimberly Ellis, also known as “Dr. Goddess” is developing a book on what
she describes as the “Bombastic Brilliance of Black Twitter.” In a recent
roundtable discussion on Black Twitter she details the solidarity the online
community provides and its impact on news media:
The loss of Troy Davis, it thoroughly affected us, we thought that we could
save his life, we were tweeting our butts off, we were making calls, we
were trying to capitalize on all of the work that so many activists had
already done for him… and we just thought that we could bring it home
and when we lost him, it was extremely painful. We mourned together as
Black Twitter, and I think that it helped bolster our efforts and the next time
we're able to do something. I tell people all the time, the mainstream
media did not bring the Trayvon Martin story to us, Black Twitter is
responsible for the mainstream media picking up the Trayvon Martin story
and I'm very proud of that fact. (Redd, 2013)
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#Ferguson
In the middle of the day on August 9th, 2014 Michael Brown Jr., an 18
year old Ferguson, Missouri resident was shot to death by white police officer
Darren Wilson. Immediately, Twitter users connected to residents in Ferguson or
the St. Louis area started discussing the shooting, seeking to ensure Brown’s
friend, who was with him at the time, was alright (news briefly circulated that he
had also been shot), and demanding answers about the police officer involved.
As Ferguson residents, who are 67% African American, shared reports that
Brown was at a distance from the officer with his hands above his head, yelling
“Don’t shoot!” the conversation went viral. Coverage of the events in Ferguson,
Missouri appear on virtually every major media news source, including NPR,
CNN, MSNBC, ABC News, Fox News, NBC news, CBS news, The Washington
Post, The New York Times, The New Yorker, Newsweek, TIME, and so on. But it
was Twitter that picked up the story in Ferguson before cable television (Hitlin &
Vogt, 2014). Several important hashtags emerged during the ongoing
conversations, anger and confusion as the events in Ferguson unfolded,
including #Ferguson, #IfTheyGunnedMeDown, #RIPMikeBrown, and
#FergusonSyllabus.
The largest hashtag associated with Michael Brown’s shooting and the
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protests in Ferguson is, by millions, #Ferguson. The Wall Street Journal reported
on August 18, 2014 (only 9 days after Brown’s death) that the #Ferguson
hashtag had been used over 10 million times with some moments reaching over
4,000 tweets per minute (Hitlin & Vogt, 2014; Zak, 2014). On “Thursday, August
14, there were more than 3.6 million tweets about the events in Ferguson,
compared with a daily high of 692,000 tweets about [Trayvon] Martin two years
ago” (Hitlin & Vogt, 2014). Because Ferguson was quickly designated a “no-fly
zone” as police arrested journalists and knocked down their recording equipment,
such tweets were vital to disseminating real-time updates about the on-theground activities in Ferguson to the outside world.

Regarding the relationship between news coverage and the #Ferguson
hashtag, the following image from the Pew Internet Research Project is telling:
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The #Ferguson hashtag might be the largest because it is the most
general. Some users tagged breaking news about the on-the-ground activities,
others tagged posts that simply offered their commentary. Most real-time updates
about protesting activities in Ferguson peaked in the evening hours and were
accompanied with phrases like “happening now” or “right now” to keep the
community in the loop and protesters aware of where to physically be.
Frequently, prominent #Ferguson citizen-reporters, such as Antonio French
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(@AntonioFrench, who was arrested and released under intense public
pressure), included 5-second Vine video clips with their tweets. On some nights
there were live-stream cameras set up throughout the city’s most contested
spaces so that all could see.
#Ferguson is streaming right now, if you can't be there, be present via
cyberspace http://bambuser.com/v/4967520 This is history being made,
LIVE (@scottishtoodler)
#Ferguson right now https://vine.co/v/OmMlwTnLKO0 (@Nettaaaaaaaa)
"This is a regrouping, this is not a retreat." - protestor on police strategy
right now #ferguson (@@DeRay)
Bad right now in #ferguson Usual streams are: **
http://livestre.am/4XuKe ** http://bambuser.com/v/4957936 **
http://new.livestream.com/accounts/9649227/events/3301474
(@WeActRadio)
Seriously? Effing seriously? #Ferguson RT @handsupunited_: West
Florissant is blocked off right now (@elonjames)
"@TheTrialFile: LIVE LINK FOR @GovJayNixon Press Conference
happening now: http://www.argusnewsnow.com/page/livestreams-fromferguson/115.html … #Ferguson #MikeBrown #DarrenWilson"
(@tray24u1)
Live stream of #Ferguson stand off. Happening
now http://m.ustream.tv/channel/oakland-2-ferguson-solidarity
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(@ThisIsSoCO)
Happening now in #Ferguson… “@DeRay: Officer in RIOT GEAR. Watch.
#ferguson https://vine.co/v/OZ2BM1zABbD ” (@AntonioFrench)
HAPPENING NOW | A growing, but peaceful group is gathering on the
streets of #Ferguson for a prayer circle. (@ksdknews)

More recently the hashtag is being used to dialogue the remaining
warrants issued (over 20,000), and the remarkable surge in voter registration in
St. Louis Country (Thomas, 2014; Bobic, 2014). Brown’s family’s attorney,
Anthony Gray, adds, “It could completely change the political landscape, the
power structure, (and) the decision making” (Bobic, 2014).

#IfTheyGunnedMeDown
#IfTheyGunnedMeDown began in response problematic trends in news media
coverage of Michael Brown’s death and the subsequent protest activity in
Ferguson. When popular news channels described Brown they frequently used
the same image of the teen, an image that clearly implicitly tied his activities to
Black “thug” life and crime. In the photo Brown stands tall, head cocked to the
side, chin up and back a bit, baggy pants sagging slightly, a hand flashing a
peace sign palm-inwards with extended thumb (a common token “gangsta”
gesture), his expression serious if not meaningless or indifferent. In total the
image conveys a stereotypical Black

male identity and does little to
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recognize Brown’s youth or innocence.

In reaction many Twitter and Facebook users began a powerful hashtag
campaign that quickly went viral and received considerable media attention from
major news sources like NPR and The New York Times. Predominantly Black
users networked their posts with the #IfTheyGunnedMeDown hashtag and
offered two images of themselves: first, an image that is consistent with
stereotypical, token representations of Black identities that convey guilt, and
second, an image that portrays participation in socially sanctioned, often
presumed white, spaces and institutions and that conveys innocence. For
example, most users contrasted images of themselves wearing casual clothing,
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making various Black cultural gestures, drinking alcohol, smoking, or generally
being social, with images of themselves graduating from high school or college,
smiling, wearing professional clothing, generally conferring broad traditional
social respectability and participation in socially sanctioned institutional contexts.
Many of the counter images also show Black American citizens in essential and
esteemed social roles, as college graduates, military servicemembers, public
servants, and family members.
The images are only oppositional within a dominant white racial frame that
refuses to interpret commonplace Black images as American, patriotic, and civic.
This is consistent with Feagin’s assertion that “Numerous studies today offer
much evidence that the word "American' is often synonymous with ‘white’” (2009,
p.93). Feagin (2009) reiterates the prevalent history of biased news media
representations of bodies of color: “One need only read carefully a local
newspaper for a day or two or listen carefully to national media broadcasts for a
few days to observe how the centuries-old racial frame regularly shapes much of
what happens in U.S. public and private arenas” (p.91). Major news media
sources therefore rely on and perpetuate racial stereotypes with the images they
project which deny fair representations of Black Americans as citizens.
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The collection begs the essential question, #IfTheyGunnedMeDown,
which image would the media use? At the same time that Michael Brown’s image
in the media is specifically contested and countered, so too is a unified Black
experience of racially biased news coverage, coverage that tends to dehumanize
and criminalize the Black body, especially male, made visible. Black Twitter
users effectively challenged dominant media representations of Black victims and
denied apolitical interpretations of the event’s reporting. To external and internal
audiences the campaign communicated a sense solidarity; the visual rhetoric of a
predominantly white news media are consistently racially biased, enough so to
merit a networked social message grounded in #IfTheyGunnedMeDown.

#RIPMikeBrown
While #IfTheyGunnedMeDown focuses on media representation and
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#Ferguson focuses on the events more broadly, the #RIPMikeBrown hashtag
focuses on remembering Michael Brown, grieving his death, lending support to
his family and sustaining solidarity:
Our prayers + thoughts are with the parents of Michael Brown, his family
and the community of #Ferguson. #RIPMikeBrown (@BET)
My heart is still heavy...#RIPMikeBrown. I have two sons. Praying for his
family. God stretch your arms around them today. (@sweetness04fj)
it hurts me still…. #RIPMikeBrown (@AddiKted2RetAil)
Why it seem like everybody forgot about Michael Brown already?? Well I
haven't #RIPMikeBrown (@Authentic_Que)
We haven't forgotten about you #RIPMikeBrown (@__JustChels)
They say stay down. We respond we won't give up. They say go home.
We respond we are home it's the people(s) home. #RIPMikeBrown
(@lostvoices14)
All my love and support to the people of #Ferguson #RIPMikeBrown
#ArrestDarrenWilson (@Whack_Daddy)
#RIPMikeBrown Your senseless death has inspired so many to fight for
social change. May your family find some solace in that. (@Copwatch)

The dope thing about the black community is when they get together in
solidarity, there is no economic or social divide. #RIPMIKEBROWN
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(@WallyBeamin)
Political Black Twitter’s mechanisms of solidarity are multimodal already because
they utilize hashtags, but they become even more multimodal when images,
emjois, and @- mentions are added. Many users generated content using the
hashtagged names of victims of police brutality along with images that
personalize those individuals, give new breath to their names, and expand the
narrative about their death to more fully recognize their humanity. Circulating
images of individuals in a community and/or victims of violence helps establish
that they are “real individuals with real lives and real stories,” and not just
“abstractions or statistics” (Sheridan, Ridolfo, & Michel, 2012, p.147). Many of
these tweets will also include images of memorials, statistics related to police
brutality, updates on the investigations related to specific victims, and literal
images of solidarity. Examples below:
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#FergusonSyllabus
As #Ferguson, #IfTheyGunnedMeDown and #RIPMikeBrown helped to retell the story of Black experiences of violence in the United States, it has become
clear that these messages are powerful resources. Resources for exposing
testimonies, resources for healing, and resources for keeping in close touch with
the progression of events as they still unfold today, and resources for teaching
ourselves and our youth. Accordingly, the #FergusonSyllabus hashtag emerged,
created by Dr. Marcia Chatelain (@DrMChatelain). Chatelain (2014) published
an essay in The Atlantic explaining her intentions for the hashtag:
In this kind of situation, people all say, what can I do? I have few talents in a
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crisis, but I do know I’m pretty good at teaching, and I knew Ferguson would be a
challenge for teachers: When schools opened across the country, how were they
going to talk about what happened? My idea was simple, but has resonated
across the country: Reach out to the educators who use Twitter. Ask them to
commit to talking about Ferguson on the first day of classes. Suggest a book, an
article, a film, a song, a piece of artwork, or an assignment that speaks to some
aspect of Ferguson. Use the hashtag: #FergusonSyllabus.
With #FergusonSyllabus users listed and requested resources to help
situate Ferguson’s events in the larger context of institutionalized racism. The
hashtag itself generated media coverage (see Chatelain, 2014; Hing, 2014;
Pleasant, 2014; Schuman, 2014). Beyond identifying what materials can help us
to understand #FergusonSyllabus also catalogues a conversation about how we
should teach those materials. The hashtag strongly confers a community valuing
public pedagogy:
We are hosting a forum on ferguson on campus - what questions should
we ask the panel? #fergusonsyllabus (@emayfarris)
Imagine if topics for police training included.. 1. Power, Privilege, &
Oppression 101 2. LGBTQIA 3. #AbuserDynamics 4. #FergusonSyllabus
(@michael_urbina)
I have a paper for my comp class that is dealing with the Ferguson, Mo
incident over the summer, any good articles? #FergusonSyllabus
(@ian_soccerbro)
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How to Teach Beyond Ferguson: http://edut.to/1rInww6 from @thejlv
#FergusonSyllabus (@TchrAnnie)
#FergusonSyllabus juxtapositioning #JeffcoStandUp (privilege) w/ twLF
Berkley movement 4 ethnic studies
(repression) http://vimeo.com/23242564 (@csrob_espinoza)
“This is an opportunity for us to say, ‘Actually, everyone is on the hook to
have this conversation,’ ” #FergusonSyllabus (@GallowayCat)
Starting off my gender class at Yale with police violence and
intersectionality. Assigning Ann Arnett Ferguson's Bad Boys.
#FergusonSyllabus (@ralmeling)

Black Americans continue to experience deathly racist violence, especially
from police. Those experiences are denied by a white supremacist culture,
torturously distorted in biased news media coverage, and rarely vindicated in the
justice system. But social media communities allow us to network faster, wider
and more publicly than ever before and we have made change. Hashtag
campaigns and Political Black Twitter give visibility to the stereotypical ways in
which bodies of color are portrayed and actually effected a change in popular
discussions about media representation. With #IfTheyGunnedMeDown citizens
articulated a common Black experience unseen by dominant white culture. With
#Ferguson citizens dictated ongoing news media coverage, there was a public
refusal to see a story told by a white supremacist culture, networked protestors,
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identified spaces of safety and danger, challenged unjust arrests, and
disseminated hundreds of thousands of messages about what was actually
happening. With #RIPMikeBrown citizens insisted on prioritizing a young man’s
death, on grieving that loss, and on doing it together.
Finally, with #FergusonSyllabus, users compiled an essential array of
resources to help understand what happened in Ferguson in a broader social
and political context of institutionalized racism, classism and the prison industrial
complex. #FergusonSyllabus marks the truth-telling, enlightening and
pedagogical possibilities of hashtag campaigns. In fighting for racial justice we
must see and use the tools that help citizens connect, dialogue, protest, grieve,
testify, demand, and love; Black Twitter has shown that in an age where
Ferguson can happen, social media hashtag campaigning is one of those
essential tools.

Citizen Testimonies and Witnessing in Videos
In the midst of a protest gathering in Baton Rouge, Louisiana following the
July 5 shooting death of 37-year-old Alton Sterling, Political Black Twitter shared
everything. The entirety of the protests and discussions about Sterling’s death
saturated Political Black Twitter timelines for several days. One brief video in
particular went viral and is demonstrative of the intense pain, anger, and
resistance the counterpublic sought to amplify publicly. The clip is 1 minute in
length, and currently the woman remains unidentified. The original video was
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tweeted at 11:23PM on July 9th, 2016, and has subsequently been retweeted
88,935 times and “liked” 103,393 times as of August 14, 2016.

In the video the woman’s voice takes on a brave, pained quiver, and she shouts:
Listen! I listened to you, listen to me. We have been beaten for more than
300 years. There is blood on these streets, sir! Why are we going to
continue being peaceful when they are killing our brothers and sisters?
We are being peaceful, we are on the grass, why are they are here? It is
because of them why we’re here, so why the fuck are they here, sir? I’m
tired of being peaceful, I done

lost three brothers to this sir, three!
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This is not alright, I’m hurting. Do you not see my eyes? I’m hurting! Our
people are out here hurting, I’m tired of this! I’m not sitting down if I gotta
die behind my color, I’m gonna die by it, so my kids after me, can walk
these streets free, just like everybody else can walk these streets free. I’m
not standing down. I’m black and I’m proud and I’m strong. That’s why we
are strong. No justice, no peace! No racist po-lice!
The popularity of this video, and the messages of solidarity surrounding its
sharing, demonstrates how valuable the ability to hear and see a Black Muslim
woman express her rage and pain is to the Political Black Twitter community.
Like the video above, the most widely circulated videos are those that show a
person, or group of people, articulating how a collective experience feels. They
are shared almost pedagogically, to do the explaining on behalf of a community
for a broader audience. This was the case when actor Jesse Williams accepted a
Black Entertainment Television award for his political activism.
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Williams is also a popular Black Twitter user. His speech was elegant and
went viral immediately. A few days after it was aired some white nationalist
groups protested his employer to fire him for hateful, racist speech. I’ve
excerpted some of the most impactful portions below:
Now… I got more y’all – yesterday would have been young Tamir Rice’s
14th birthday so I don’t want to hear anymore about how far we’ve come
when paid public servants can pull a drive-by on 12 year old playing alone
in the park in broad daylight, killing him on television and then going home
to make a sandwich. Tell Rekia Boyd how it’s so much better than it is to
live in 2012 than it is to live in 1612 or 1712. Tell that to Eric Garner. Tell
that to Sandra Bland. Tell that to

Dorian Hunt.
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There has been no war that we have not fought and died on the front lines
of. There has been no job we haven’t done. There is no tax they haven’t
leveed against us – and we’ve paid all of them. But freedom is somehow
always conditional here. “You’re free,” they keep telling us. But she would
have been alive if she hadn’t acted so… free. Now, freedom is always
coming in the hereafter, but you know what, though, the hereafter is a
hustle. We want it now.
And let’s get a couple things straight, just a little side note – the burden of
the brutalized is not to comfort the bystander. That’s not our job, alright –
stop with all that. If you have a critique for the resistance, for our
resistance, then you better have an established record of critique of our
oppression. If you have no interest, if you have no interest in equal rights
for black people then do not make suggestions to those who do. Sit down.

Cause for Concern
Ours is a predominantly visual culture, evidenced by common metaphoric
language and the character of public presence itself; to be highly visible is to be
known, to get a good look is to get a good sense-of, et cetera. We tell others to
"see it with their own eyes" if in doubt, since "seeing is believing" anyhow. We
rely on images to authenticate moments for us (Pechesky, 1987). However there
is cause for concern when certain kinds of moments are “authenticated” in front
of our eyes. There is another kind of video that consistently goes viral once it has
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been made publicly available online. These videos show the killing of people of
color, usually Black men and women, by police officers. These videos show
moments of conflict, verbal and physical aggression, gunshots, bullets entering
bodies, bodies falling, blood spilling, bodies gasping for air, and bodies dying.
They are videos of violent Black deaths. The death of Alton Sterling:

The death of Philando Castile:
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These videos are visual testimonies validating stories told by Black communities
for years. They are also mechanisms of witnessing, and, in turn, consumption.
The similarities between 20-year-old essays on the impacts of witnessing
violence against Black bodies and a recent conversation between best-selling
author Ta-Nehisi Coates and highly regarded journalist Michele Norris is
revealing and concerning. Norris and Coates discuss the complicated potential of
citizen video footage to serve as an “accessory to justice” when such texts also
mean we must witness Black death on a consistent basis (Lannan, 2015). Norris
describes her father’s generation as having been “scarred by the memory of
seeing Black lives extinguished” in videos, commenting that and that those who
“saw it” bore scars in a “special” way, different from those who had just “heard” of
the tragedies. So too is Coates quick to “worry a great deal about it,” because the
ubiquity of videos of Black death can reduce the texture that humanizes the
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Black body. Coates goes on to detail how, despite a defensive “shell” that likely
comes over a person of color as they participate in watching a video of racialized
death, pain will always, eventually, “seep” out.
The consequence of that cyclical shelling and seeping, Coates argues, is
a method of normalization of brutality, and the related, subsequent
inappropriateness of police body cameras in advancing just, empathic narratives
(Lannan, 2015). These concerns are not new. Consider Elizabeth Alexander’s
comments, published twenty years prior: “Black bodies in pain for public
consumption have been an American national spectacle for centuries” (p.82). In
her examination of the impacts of videos of violence against Black individuals
and communities, Alexander (1995) argues that the tradition of enduring images
of Black pain form “responsive group knowledges” (p.82) within Black American
cultures. The proliferation of witnessing violence, especially deadly violence
against individuals and communities of color at the hands of state sanctioned
professions, and the excessive distribution of such witnessing because of viral
videos on television and online, normalizes such images and invites shared
sense-making amongst discourse communities. Witnessing in groups (networked
groups) invites spectators to seek an explanatory narrative.
Because the act of witnessing is not one dimensional, but is instead
psychological, aural, ocular, guttural, and otherwise physical, Alexander insists
on recognizing how audiences feel their own bodies implicated as spectators.
The physicality of witnessing also determines how people make meaning out of
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what they’ve just seen, heard, and felt.
The dreadful staccato of gunshots entering a human body, especially the
historical memories of sounds against a Black body at the hands of a White
authority, is a sound that symbolically invokes a history of related violence. There
is something to be said of the traumatic impacts of violent sounds and the
memories they create or conjure. Neuroscientists have argued that human brains
encode abrupt, traumatizing sounds into memories and even motor commands,
especially when those sounds are recurring (Martins & Froemke, 2015;
Znamenskiy, & Zador, 2013). Beyond what should be an unnatural aural
experience in videos, even more profound impacts can be imagined when one
considers communities that are routinely inundated with the sounds of gunshots.
It is not too difficult to imagine that exposures to the sounds of violence, in
person and through video, can be and are corporeally traumatic.
Bakin and Weinberger assert that the influence of sounds on memory can
be so intense that it constitutes “physiological memory,” including “major
characteristics of behavioral memory: associativity, specificity, rapid acquisition,
and long-term retention” (1996). Scholars of multimodal composition have argued
that sound is so powerful in film texts that we cannot “see and hear a film, we
hear/see it” in ways that influence every part of its meaning (Murch, 1994, p. xxi;
Phillips & Smith, 2012). Thus witnessing the sounds of violence, particularly
forceful ones like gunshots in a video, is a process of not only inscribing
emotional pain, but a form of physical knowledge and memory which is
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experienced by a group of people, what Alexander (1995) describes as
“responsive group knowledges” (p.82). In a discussion of multimodality and
community experiences/narratives, the fact of sound matters too.
Alexander’s work focuses on how when images and sounds of violence
against Black bodies are made public, “black viewers are taking in evidence that
provides ground for collective identification with trauma” (p.94). Thus we ought
worry about how the ongoing, contemporary, recorded and publicly circulated
videos of brutality against people of color extends, rather than repairs, a version
of national memory and tradition in which the Black body has never been fully
valued.
The distance between mainstream media narratives, especially televised
or online, and the violent realities of communities of colors open “an avenue to
think about what various national imaginations—primarily racially determined by
also marked by region, class, gender—bring to viewing” (p.84). Here Alexander
is encouraging critical thinkers to consider how ideologies interpret race in
addition to, as viewers but also possibly experiencers of, other social group
categories such as gender. She is exploring how representations of violence
against Black bodies are typically depictions of violence against the Black male
body. Alexander describes how mainstream media narratives tend to also
displace the significance and harm of violence against African American bodies
“with a myth of white male victimization” (p.84).
The subset of Black Twitter that I have termed Political Black Twitter is a
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relevant networked counterpublic that frequently resists mainstream news media
narratives that participate in and perpetuate white supremacist framings. As a
counterpublic, Political Black Twitter is also networked with activists “on the
ground” and keeps race-related protests across the U.S. highly visible on the
platform. Scholars who are willing to join activists on the ground and be
participant observers would likely experience an enormously productive
performative, discursive political environment deserving of rhetorical
interpretation. Phaedra Pezzullo’s (2003) work with the Toxic Links Coalition and
National Breast Cancer Awareness Month is a ripe example of this possibility.
Not everything that happens on Black Twitter is good. The public nature of
Twitter makes users vulnerable to being abused, threatened, and harassed
online. Black women in particular experience a nauseating quantity of hate
messaging. Sometimes Black Twitter is a place where misogyny against Black
women occurs, other times that misogyny is the topic of discussion and the
female-identified users stay on the microphone. Lesbian, gay, and transgendered
users also suffer uniquely violent trolling and are isolated by popular Black
Twitter accounts. There is infighting. The dynamics are complex, ongoing, and
impactful for those involved.
However Black Twitter also opens spaces for people to grieve, feel pain,
and heal together. There are numerous other ways that the community is a
positive, affirming, loving space that supports its users. Sharing images of those
who have been lost to police brutality humanizes them, enlarging their stories by
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situating them within the broader national context of institutional racism is
important political work that runs counter to how much of the dominant sphere
would prefer us to interpret the reasons for their deaths. Hyperlinking users to
sites of information, like Department of Justice reports on the Baltimore Police, or
to a reliable infographic that illustrates the size of mass incarceration, or to an
article on reparations, these are all important functions of a networked public too.
The ability for users to develop a hyperlocal community, experience closeness
through shared linguistic practices, and produce, reproduce, and share
multimedia content that influences how we literally “see” and “hear” what is
happening in our society, all of that is meaningful. Black Twitter is meaningful,
and Political Black Twitter is an important networked counterpublic whose
strategies and influences deserve ongoing critical, respectful scholarly
consideration.
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSION
The processes of examining the two networked counterpublic
communities I selected unfolded in different ways, but grounding each
examination in strategic contemplation and looking through a feminist rhetorical
lens led me to rewarding places. In examining how Slutwalk has been debated
as a site of third-wave feminist values, I have found that a problematic portion of
third wave feminists is hypercritical, especially online. The feminist blogosphere
is a network of feminists connected primarily through social media platforms and
microblogging communities that prioritize feminist subjects. Their work and
existence resist dominant public sphere discourses and parameters of
participation. They work actively outside of and against centers of power.
They also produce a large amount of criticism within their own
counterpublic and sometimes become preoccupied with policing the feminist
practices of others. I have gained insights into how a vibrant, intelligent
blogosphere community can easily misunderstand ways in which actual
movements are organized when they are too quick to critique. I have found that
when there is not enough time spent in these “actually existing” spaces in which
marginalized voices often disagree, the feminist blogosphere writers tend to
speak for too many. Through my time spent with Slutwalk organizers in their own
cities I have gained an argument about what it means for activism to be actively
intersectional.
The concept of active intersectionality is the most valuable finding and
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contribution from my three years of work within the feminist blogosphere and
Slutwalk organizers. Currently a moderate amount of scholarship, almost all
feminist, exists on the concept of intersectionality. Feminist researchers, writers,
and activists have taken great care to describe why intersectionality matters and
how it helps explain institutional barriers. They have also explicated why
contemporary feminism must be evermore intersectional to remain ethical and
viable as a politics and movement. Groups who have historically been
marginalized and silenced have found new opportunities to tell their stories online
and raise the expectations of what it means for a politic to be intersectional. All of
this is good. Yet, when it comes to the actual doing of organizing and producing
feminist activities, like Slutwalk, there isn’t enough literature on how to ensure
that work is actually intersectional. Therefore I suggest that my work on Slutwalk
resulted in the first of two meaningful contributions in this dissertation: the
concept of active intersectionality.
A richer argument about and for active intersectionality can still be made
and mapped onto areas other than community activism. I am specifically
interested in what an actively intersectional feminist pedagogy would look like.
Many feminist and critical educators have ostensibly done the intellectual
reflexive work to understand the power dynamics their identities bring to the
classroom. However even critical educators can minimize how pushing students
to speak and contribute to discussions is possibly simulating a “confess or be
punished” disciplinary power (Orner, 1992). Contemplating active
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intersectionality, in which participants are included at the level of imagination,
organization, and production, may be a relevant and useful framework for
exploring how to develop feminist pedagogy.
The second contribution of this dissertation is the naming of Political Black
Twitter as a legitimate networked counterpublic and the explication of what
makes Black Twitter culturally Black. A plethora of deep, rich scholarship on the
histories of American Black culture, the Black diaspora, race and ethnicity online,
the social construction of race, anti-racist practices, and so on, exists. I hope
these works continue to grow and traverse disciplinary boundaries, informing our
pedagogies too. As I spent three years with Black Twitter, attended conference
panels about Black Twitter, and watched as the internet buzzed about Black
Twitter, I waited. I waited for someone to show how Black Twitter can be fairly
understood as distinctively Black. By the time I realized that explanation wasn’t
coming, I had answered the question myself. Thus the second most unique
finding and contribution of this project is that explication and answer to the
question: What is this Black in Black Twitter?
Following the evolution and impactful work of Political Black Twitter has
led me to recognize how new counterpublics are benefitted by multimodal
discourse strategies. I understand now not only the ways in which Political Black
Twitter is multimodal, but how and why that multimodality contributes to activism
while also holding implications for how publics consume violence and Black
culture. I also envision opportunities for rhetoricians to develop knowledges
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about contemporary Black rhetorics and the related necessary enlargement of
anti-racist scholarship. One opportunity for future research includes generating a
formal taxonomy to enumerate, categorize, or differentiate the types of hashtags
that mobilize public discourse.
In the final section of his book on networked social movements, Castells
(2015) reflects carefully on what he has learned. He lingers on the lesson that
networked publics are networked in multiple forms, braided together in myriad
ways both on and offline. The platforms themselves, such as Twitter, Facebook,
and Vine, are networked in their own ways. The many networks of people, and
the networks of their networks, they “cannot afford an identifiable center” and this
decenteredness “maximizes chances of participation in the movement” (p.149).
That openness to participation also unlocks the door for intolerant, bigoted
individuals and group to insert themselves into public conversations. Thus many
of these counterpublics find refuge in the other, physical spaces they can
organize (and often organize through social media platforms) and be together
more safely. That safety is also expressed when a group shares a common
cultural literacy. Scholars who pursue studying counterpublics must be attentive
to the risks that these groups experience. They should also familiarize
themselves, through listening, reading, strategic contemplation, and mindfulness
generally, with the cultural communication practices and values of the
communities they’re participating in.
More research can help us understand how new counterpublics and social
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movements take up new medias and produce multimodal discourses too. Black
Twitter, and other politicized Twitter groups, use the platform in ways that
suggest a new model of social mobilization that makes use of smartphones,
images, videos, and hyperlinking. Rhetoricians and compositionists particularly
invested in understanding public discourse and social justice projects are well
suited to do such work. What forms of images are most impactful to communities,
and why? What ethical implications should we be considering regarding the
growing number of videos of Black deaths consumed by publics? Should
multimodal composing be influencing our pedagogies more seriously? Would that
pedagogy consist of analysis only or production too?
Looking at actually existing counterpublics, which tend more often in
contemporary contexts to be networked, should simply and clearly fall into the
purview of public sphere and rhetoric scholarship. First, they are fascinating and
complex sites of discursive activity and have been an important part of rhetorical
scholarship historically. Second, studying real people producing real
communicative strategies can help us understand how new counterpublics and
social movements take up new medias and produce multimodal discourses.
Black Twitter, and other politicized Twitter groups, use the platform in ways that
suggest a new model of social mobilization. Rhetoricians and compositionists
particularly invested in understanding public discourse and social justice projects
are well suited to do such work given that publics are increasingly identified and
described as being constituted discursively. Third, counterpublics are comprised
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of real people, who actually exist, who are actually oppressed, hurting, poor,
raped, marginalized, exploited, and rendered powerless in most dominant social
and political systems. These groups are entitled to thoughtful, respectful, actually
existing help.
Researching exigent issues is ethical scholarship only if it is translated into
accessible public pedagogy and knowledge. Therefore a continuation of this work
should consist of additional texts that further refine the lessons learned,
translating those lessons into strategies for communities. Public sphere
rhetoricians should continue to explore how publics are responsive to multimodal
discourses, and what it would mean for those discourses to be actively
intersectional. An actively intersectional scholar should make efforts to align their
scholarship so that it might contribute to their community and projects of justice.
Rhetoricians are well situated to identify the communication strategies that
work in public contexts to persuade actually existing publics. Right now, and for
the foreseeable future, that includes increasingly feminist and anti-racist public
sphere rhetorical scholarship. This particular dissertation, for instance, can be
broken down into its relevant pieces, translated into lay language, and offered up
to the feminist blogosphere or Black Twitter. The contribution is not what I’ve
written, but what I’ve argued for, and that is a good place to start a conversation.
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